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I

BANKING AND BANK LEGISLATION IN THE SCFNDIN?LVIAN

1880-1920

by

Sven Frits

COuNTNIES

By the end of the 18706, most of the important types of institu-
tions operating in the credit markets of the Scandinavian coun-
tries - that is, commercial banks, savings banks, mortgage
societies and insurance companies - had been established.'  In
this essay, the development of commercial and savings banks and
bank legislation up until about 1920 is surveyed against  the
background of the economic development in these countries.
Savings banks have been included here because they played a much
larger role inthe Scandinavian creditmarkets than in many other
countries. Bank legislation is presented in some detail, while
in the case of banking only certain essential points regarding
the development of the number of banks, the toncentration
movement within the banking sector, banking operations and the
volume of credit are dealt with here. Whenever possible, both
functional and qualitative conditions have been emphasized, but
the literature on the different countries is more uneven in this
respect than when it comes to the quantitative aspects of
banking.

The survey of bank legislation has been placed after the
description  of the banking business not only for pedagogical
reasons, but also because of historital  considerations.  Banking
legislation was enacted after the fatt so to speak, and to a very
great extent its purpose was to counteract conditions that were

' 1 have received help with literature covering the other
Scandinavian countries from Professors Hans Chr Johansen,
Odense, and Mauno Jokipii, Jyväskylä, and Dr. Åsmund Egge, Oslo.
Hans Chr Johansen has also kindly placed a still unpublished
paper at my disposal  and has read and commented on this manu-
script,  which has been translated by Lynn Karlsson. 1 would like
to warmly thank these persons for their help.
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considered damaging or as being abuses of the system. In only a
few exceptional cases was it intended to open new areas for
banking activity.

Politital and Economic Backqround

During a hundred year period before 1920, Scandinavia underwent
radieal politital changes. During the Napoleonic Wars, Russia
conquered Finland, which had been a part of Sweden sinte the
Middle Ages. It now became a principality, with the Czar as
regent, but it retained a large measure of self-government based
on the old Swedish laws of the country. Norway, which had been
united with Denmark sinte the end of the 14th century, declared
its independence in 1814, but was forced into a union with
Sweden, This was, however, mainly a personalunion. After being
attacked by Prussia and Austria in 1864, Denmark ceded the
principalities of Schleswig, Holstein and Lauenburg as well. The
union between Sweden and Norway was dissolved in 1905. Finland
declared its independence in 1917, after the collapse of the
Russian empire, and established itself as a republic in 1919,
while the other three countries remained monarchies.

Liberalism emerged in all the countries during the decades
f around the mid-19th century, and by 1920 modern forms of govern-
:' menthad arisen, withthe establishmentof franchise reforms and
,, parliamentarygovernment. Economically, liberalismtookthe form
( of trade liberty and free trade. Sweden and Norway, however,
returned to protectionism  towards the end of the 19th century,
while Denmark remained committed to free trade. In 1885 Finland
lost its earlier exemption from duty on the Russian market, and
its foreign trade was directed more towards Western Europe. When
it tame to the question of state intervention in the economy,
liberalprinciples continuedto prevail, in, for example, banking
legislation and in the view that laws were binding in the long
run. Compulsory primary education had, at various points, been
introduced in all the countries by the beginning of the 187Os,
and by the end of the century all had literate populations.
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Withthe exception of Denmark, the Scandinavian countries atmid-
19th century were among the less-developed and poorer countries
of Western Europe. Agriculturewas theprimaryeconomicactivity.
Its yields had increased as the result of better methods of
cultivation and the opening up of new land for agriculture. In
Denmark, the exportof grain hadincreased greatly, and in Sweden
there developed an export tradethat for a number of decades made
grain one of the most important export commodities beside iron
and timber. The exporttrades of Norwaywere fishing, the sawmill
industry and foreign shipping, all three being the largest in
Scandinavia. Finland was least developed economically. The
standard of living was low, and for a long period the starvation
caused by a bad harvest could be severe.

As in most other parts of Europe, the Scandinavian countries
experienced a period of rapid population growth and economic
development from the middle of the 19th century up until the
outbreak of the First World War. Between 1870 and 1914, the
populationincreased byabout 50% in Denmark, 75% in Finland, 35%
in Norway and 30% in Sweden and amountedto 2.8, 3.2, 2.4 and 5.5
million respectively. The differentes in population growth were
partly an effect of variations in emigration. The national
product in currentprices (butwith a verymodest rise in prices)
had in Denmark risen by 200%, in Norway by 150% and in Sweden by
250%. The growth in real production  per inhabitant in Finland
during the period 1860-1914 is calculated to have been somewhat
faster than in Norway during the period after 1870.

The rate of growth had accelerated during the international
economic booms in the 1850s and 187Os, and it grew most rapidly
during the long boom that lasted,  with only a fewinterruptions,
fromthe mid-1890s to justbeforethe outbreak of the First World
War. For two decades after the mid-1870s, however, the general
and long-term fall in prices dominated almost uninterruptedly.
The rate of growth had decreased, and economic development,
particularly  in Norway, slackened. The Scandinavian countries
were also hit by the economic crises of the period, although not
always simultaneously or to the same extent.
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The countries underwent the usual struttural changes.
Agricultural production increased, but its share of the national
product and of employmentdecreased, while those of industry and
the service sector increased. Growth in the primary sector was
important in all four countries, but in Denmark it was of par-
ticular significance for economic development. The service
sector was more important in Denmark  and Norway than in Finland
and Sweden. Schematically, one might saythat agriculture played
themost importantrolein Denmark, forestryin Finland, shipping
in Norway and industry in Sweden.

By the end of the period, agriculture accounted for a much
larger share of total production in Denmark than in Norway and
Sweden, even though nearly half of the population was engaged in
agriculture in these two countries as compared to only a third
in Denmark. In Finland, where conditions  were less favorable for
agriculture than in Denmark and southern Sweden, the proportion
was still two-thirds. Ifmeasured as theproportion of industrial
workers in the population, the degree of industrialization was
more or less the same in Denmark and Sweden (about 30%), somewhat
lower in Norway and much lower in Finland.

Bymid-19th century,  Danish agriculturewas already strongly
market- and export-oriented, and trade with agricultural
products  had early become a large sector in the Danish economy.
From the end of the 186Os, the prices of animal products rose in
relation to those of vegetable products, and a reorganisation of
production was'begun which in time transformed the Danes into
Europe's foremost specialists in the production of animal food-
stuffs. Somewhat later, agricultural production in Finland,
NorwayandSwedenalsobecamemoreorientedtowards  stock-raising
and dairy production. In Norway, the expanding fishing industry,
which was modernised and eventually motorized, played a more
importantpart for economic developmentthandid agriculture, and
in its wake there developed a not unimportant canning industry.

The decisive breakthrough for industrialization occurred in
Denmark, Norway and Sweden during the period after 1895, and in
Finland the process was decidedly beginning to get underway. In
Finland, Norway and Sweden, the export industries became most
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important; Danish industry, on the other hand, was aimed
primarily at consumption and the domestic market and it remained
so even during the period of expansion lasting until the begin-
ning of the First World War. Beside the slaughter-houses and
dairies, the only industrial branthes with any considerable
export trade at that point were the sugar, cement and ship-
building industries and parts of the engineering industry.

Thanks to reductions  in shipping costs anda strong increase
in Western European demand, Sweden and Finland, with vast nearly
untouched forests, were able to build up a rapidly expanding
export trade in timber during the 1840s and 1860s respectively.
Norway, on the other hand, was not able to increase its old
export trade to the same extent. During the 1870s the pulp
industry beganto develop, and after 1895 it grewvery rapidly in
Finland, Norway and Sweden. After the turn of the century, the
paper industry followed suit. Forest industries remained
Finland's and Sweden's most important export trade for a long
period, and only foreign shipping was more important in Norway.

Conditions were less favorable for the iron industry, which
had been pre-industrialsweden's  onlylarge exportbranch, during
the 19th centurythantheyhad been earlier. Nonetheless, despite
its being the only country in the world without supplies of pit
coal, Sweden was able to maintain its iron industry during this
period of revolutionary technical change; in Finland and Norway
theindustrydeclined. Thetechnicalinnovations resulted, onthe
other hand, in Sweden being able to export large amounts of phos-
phor-rich iron ore. Norway also developed a mining industry,
based on deposits of cupreous  pyrite and iron ore.

Improvementswithinagriculture,industryandcommunications
encouraged the development of engineering workshops (including
shipyards) in all four countries at a relatively early date. In
Sweden export-oriented, technically more advanced workshops,
basingtheirproductionondomestic orpartlydomesticinventions
andinnovations, startedto appearduringthe 1890s. Anoticeable
change in Norway's industrial development began at the turn of
the century with the extremely capital-intensive development of
the country's  water-power resources andthebuilding of the first
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industrial plants connected to the power stations, primarily
electro-chemical plants. With the decline in household self-
sufficiency and increasing purchasing power both within the
agricultural  sector and among the growing urban and industrial
population, a domestic consumergoods industryinthetextile and
foodstuffs branthes  was finally able to develop. Finland had an
important textile industry, which until 1885 exported on a large
scale to the then open Russian market.

Foreign trade, which was already relatively large, also in-
creased sharply. The volume of exports tripled between 1870 and
1914 in all the countries and consequently the foreign shipping
trade grew as well. In the case of Sweden up until the turn of
the century, however, foreign ships, primarily Norwegian, began
to take over this trade. The Norwegian shipping tonnage, still
totally dominated by sailing ships, had grown five times between
1850 and 1880. Norway built up one of the world's largest
merchant fleets and retained its strong position even after the
transition to steamships during the decades around the turn of
the century.

The industrial expansion required capita1 investments on
such a large scale that they no longer could be financed in the
traditional manner by owners and other private persons. The
creation  of limitedliabilitycompanies, whichhad alreadygained
impetus, became very brisk after 1895, particularly  in Denmark,
Norway and Sweden. In an international perspective, limited
liability companies became very tommon in all the Scandinavian
countries. An efficiently functioning stock exchange developed
first in Copenhagen and only after the turn of the century in the
other capitals. During the 1890s andthe following decade, there
was a substantial growth in capita1 imports in all four coun-
tries.In tontrast to the other two countries, a large portion of
the Norwegian capita1 import, and to some extent also the
Finnish, took the form of owner capital. Around 1910, nearly 40%
of the share capitalof Norwegianindustrialcompanies was inthe
hands of foreigners.

At the outbreak of the First World War, Denmark, Norway and
Sweden declaredthemselves neutral, thus escapinginvolvement in
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the war. Economically, however, they were greatly affected by
it because of their extensive dependence on foreign trade. The
blockade and submarine warfare reduced both exports and imports,
and a shortage of raw materials, fuel and food stuffs developed.
The cost of living grew rapidly, particularly  during the final
years of the war. In Sweden it increased by at least 150% during
the war, and in Denmark and Norway the figure was even higher.
Finland was worse off, experiencing a starcity of goods,
depreciation in the value of money and famine, and its industry,
in particular the export-oriented forest industry, suffered a
severe set-back at the end of the war. In addition, there
developed a social unrest that was much stronger than in the
other countries. After Finland declared independence, a short,
but bloody civil war broke out in 1918.

Banking

During the 1870s all four of the Scandinavian countries had
transferred from a silver standardtothe gold standard. Denmark,
Norway and Sweden joined together in a monetary union with the
"crown" (krona) as the equivalentmonetaryunit, and in the 1890s
the union was extended to include banknotes. In 1860 Finland had
been granted its own monetary system with the "mark" as the
monetary unit, and despite later attempts at "Russification",  it
managed to retain its autonomous system of currency. During the
war, all four countries suspended the gold standard, but they
endeavored to return to it after the war. Denmark, Norway and
Sweden chose to return to the old gold parity by forting  a fall
in prices on the leve1 of 50 % or more. In Sweden the deflation-
arypolicywas initiated shortlyaftertheworld depression broke
out in 1920. This resulted in a severe fall in prices which led
on the one hand to the quick fulfillment of thesemonetarypolicy
goals, but also to great unemployment and enormous losses for
business. In Denmark and Norway the deflation was put into
effect later, in Denmark first after a few years of active
monetary policy during the fall in prices and unemployment.
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Formally, the Swedes returned to the gold standard in 1924, the
Danes in 1926 and the Norwegians in 1928. In Finland there was
continued inflation during the early years of the republic,
fueled by the large budget deficit that was financed by the
printing presses. The Finnish mark returned to the gold standard
in 1925 at the lower money value then prevailing.

The Danish National Bank (founded in 1818) andthe Bank of Norway
(founded in 1816) were both private limited liability companies,
but ownership influence was limited to collecting dividends. The
Danish National Bank was almost entirely independent of the
state, while the Bank of Norway, the Bank of Finland (founded
1811) and the National Bank of Sweden were controlled by their
respective parliaments, in the case of Finland from 1867 and of
Sweden from 1668. Not until 1892 in Norway and 1897 in Sweden did
the governments, through changes in legislation, gain some
influence over the management of the central banks. The Danish
National Bank and the Bank of Norway had a monopoly on the right
to issue notes, and in practice the Bank of Finland had this
right even before itwas formally established in 1892. In Sweden,
on the other hand, the so-talled "private" banks issued bank-
notes rather extensively before this right was discontinued as
late as 1904.

After the introduction  of a metallit standard at different
points during the period 1834-1865, the major task of the four
central banks had been to keep the value of its respective
currency stable by being prepared to redeem notes on demand with
coins or metal. It was therefore felt that the banks needed to
maintain a very high liquidity. This was, however, complicated
by the fatt that they were engaged in a general lending that to
a large extent was long-tenn and/or subsidized interests rates
and thus were not able to pursue a policy of flexible interest
rates. With the development, around the middle of the century,
of private banking and the creation of special institutions
giving crediton realestate, the lending activityof the central
banks decreased  andwas transformed. Itbecame possibleto pursue
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a policy of flexible base rates, and the idea of using changes in
the base rate as an instrument for monetary policy and of the
role of the central bank as the banks' bank and lender of last
resort eventually gained ground. The reorientation of the Danish
National Bank began as early as the 186Os, but it was not until
the turn of the century that the dismantling of its commercial
banking business had come very far, and only after the turn of
the century can the other three national banks be said fo have
functioned as modern - for that period - central banks.

Savings banks had been established by the 1820s in all four
countries. At the start, lending operations were secondary to
the goal of philanthropically encouraging savings; however, in
order for the savings banks to be able to pay interest  on these
savings, lending soon became equally important. In the Scandin-
avian countries, unlike in many economically more advanced
countries, there were no easily marketable securities in which
to invest funds. This did notbecame possible in Sweden until the
187Os, when a functioning domestic market for bonds began to
develop; in Denmark  this process seems to have begun somewhat
earlier.

By the beginning of the 188Os, the number of savings banks
in all four countries had increased rather quickly. In Denmark
and Sweden, growth stagnated as the 1890s approached, while in
Norway the number of savings banks continued to grow rather
rapidly in absolute numbers. In all three countries, however,
the number of commercial banks grew even faster, and the savings
banks lostground to them inthe markets for deposits. In Denmark
in 1914, 140 commercial banks and 510 savings banks had both
nearly one billion crowns in deposits, while in 1891 deposits
made in savings banks - 500 million crowns - had been twice as
large as those of the commercialbanks. The amount of deposits in
440 Swedish savings banks in 1914 was also about one billion
crowns, which was 5/9 of the deposits in commercial banks; in
1895, in tontrast,  deposits in savings banks had only been 18%
less than those in commercial banks. In Norway 520 savings banks
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had deposits amounting to 600 million crowns in 1914, but the 113
commercialbanks hadonly100million  crowns less. The proportion
of deposits held by the Finnish savings banks had decreased
during the 189Os, butbeganto climb once again afterthe turn of
the century. In 1913 deposits amounting to 300 million marks in
about 400 savings banks were approximately 55% of those in
commercial banks, which was true for Sweden as well. Among the
savings banks in Sweden were a number of rural branch offices for
receiving deposits, somewhat larger than the number of savings
banks. In the other countries there was no system of branch
offices to speak of.

In all four countries, small depositors were in the major-
ity, but a broader segment of the population is said to have made
deposits in the Swedish savings banks, and forthatmatter inthe
Swedish commercial banks as well, than was the case in the other
countries. The Danish and Norwegian savings banks had a more
prosperous clientele as well, and they had therefore begun to
become active in areas that in other countries were the province
of the commercial banks - bill negotiation on the assets side,
for example. Foreign exchange  transactions  were, moreover, not
unusual  in urban savings banks in Norway. Within the relatively
undeveloped Norwegian system of commercial banks, savings banks
played the role of small, lotal commercial banks. From the
information available, it would seem that savings banks in
Finland and Sweden were more or less unimportant in supplying
credit even to medium-sized  finns; furthermore, the ability of
the Swedish savings banks to compete with the commercial banks
for business of interest  to the latter is assumed to have been
further reduced towards the end of the 19th century. It is quite
clear that the Danish and Norwegian savings banks were engaged in
larger; more far-reaching and risky transactions. Many savings
banks also experienced difficulties duringthe banking catastro-
phes thathitboth countries at the end of the 187Os, neitherthe
first nor the last time this was to occur.
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Before 1850 there seems to have been little demand in the
Scandinavian countries forthe services of commercialbanks other
than those provided by the national banks and large merchant
houses. At least this was the situation encountered by the eight
privately-owned, note-issuing commercial banks that were
established in Sweden after 1830. Other than this, there were
only two private banks in existence in 1850, one in Denmark and
one in Norway, four and two years old respectively. However, the
economic and institutional situation for commercial banking
improved duringthethreedecades after 1850. Banking becamemore
dynamit, particularly in Denmark and Sweden, and the economic
booms of the 1850s and 1870s saw the founding of a number of
commercial banks which eventually developed into a functioning
national banking system. The Danish system included 41 and the
Swedish 37 banks in 1880. A systemof branch offices  had develop-
ed in both countries, but the number of such offices  was much
greaterin Swedenthanin Denmark. Economic development in Norway
and Finland was apparently still too slow to support a well-
developed banking system. In 1880 there were 18 banks in Norway
and in 1886 three in Finland.

During the 1880s there were few changes in the banking
systems and banking industry of the four countries, but with the
rapid growth which characterized the period after 1895, the
demand for bank services grew both quantitatively and qualitat-
ively. A large number of new commercial banks were established:
in all the countries, the number of banks trebled. Denmark and
Norway, as was shown above, had 140 and 133 banks respectivelyby
the end of the period. In Sweden the number of banks reached its
peak in 1908, being nearly 100 (including more than 15 small
banks that went unreported in the banking statistics), and
Finland had twelve banks in 1913. In addition, Sweden had over
600 and Finland a little more than 170 branch offices. Practical-
ly no branch offices were to be found in Norway, while in Denmark
two of the larger banks had in all about twenty branthes outside
the capita1 city.

At an early stage, Danish and Finnish commercial banking
tame to be characterized by a system in which a few large banks
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answered for a very large portion of the total assets of the
commercial banks in both countries, and as late as 1913-1914
three large banks in each country accounted for over half - in
Denmark - and nearly three-quarters - in Finland - of the
balante-sheet total. In Finland they also had nearly two-thirds
of the branch offices. In Denmark, onthe other hand, large banks
did indeed own branch offices, but here the efforts to concen-
trate the business resulted in banking groups, which were based
on a cooperation between a large bank and independent provincial
banks and savings banks. Only a few banks in the provinces were
taken over by Copenhagen banks.

Despite the extensive establishment of new banks, a trend
of mergers and toncentration  characterized developments in
Swedenduringthe firstdecade of the 20th century. Progressively
fewer banks accounted for a growing share of the commercial
banks' total assets. However, neither the Swedish nor the
Norwegian banking system was as top-heavy as the Danish and the
Finnish. The three largest Swedish banks accounted for one-
fourth, and five large Norwegian banks for one-third, of the
total resources of the commercial banks after 1910. In the
decentralized Norwegian banking system, a process of concentra-
tion through cooperation was initiated in 1900 with the founding
in Oslo of a bank, owned by Norwegian and certain foreign banks,
which in 1913 grewto be the largest in the country. In Sweden as
well, for some years after 1912, we findthe same principle being
opposed to the earlier strong trend towards mergers, when
fourteen provincial banks established a bank, owned equally by
all, in Stockholm. This bank, backed by their combined resourc-
es, soon became the equal of the large established banks.

The banking industry was renewed in both Denmark and Sweden
during 'the period 1850-1880. Bill negotiation and medium and
long-term deposits were introduced in Sweden during the 185Os,
and the banks started to become treasurers for companies. They
also took over the financing of production for export and trade
in foreign bills which had previously been handled by the
merchant  houses. Thanks to the efforts of a couple of large banks
in Stockholm during the 186Os, provincial banks, which had
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previously been isolated from one another, began to develope a
functioning banking system. Finally the leading banks also
establishedthemselves as a linkbetweenthe short-termand long-
term credit markets by means of their rapidly expanding bond-
issuing activity, launched during the 1860s. In Denmark, as in
Sweden, it was the few large banks which introduced the new
short-term operations of the period and contributed to the
development of the finantial market by means of their issuing
activity. The large banks in both countries also developed good
foreign contacts and finantial  expertise.

The Danish commercial banks differed from the Swedish in
that, for a long period, deposits did not play an important part
in financing their operations. As onthe Continent, share capita1
accounted for a large part of total liabilities, and because of
the need to yield interest, the banks to some extent acted as
issuing banks. At the end of the 19th century, however, this
structure began to change. As the commercial banks, up until
1914, overtook the savings banks as regards deposits, the
relative importante  of equity capita1 diminished and that of
deposits increased.

The provincial banks in Denmark provided credit mainly to
agriculture and lotal trade, while the large Copenhagen banks
financed larger businesses within industry, international trade
and shipping. Credits for current operations are considered to
have been the most important aspect of the relationship between
businesses and the large banks, but the latter early developed a
kind of universal banking. Their issuing activities tame to be
directed primarily towards the reconstruction, expansion and
modernization of existing companies; very rarely did they
participate in the formation of new companies.

At the end of the 1870s a similar division of labor between
provincial banks and two or three larger banks in the largest
cities was to be found in Sweden as well. By the mid-18906,  not
only the large banks were involved in trade and industry, but by
and large they were the only to participate in long-term indus-
trial financing by giving loans and taking over industrial bond
issues. Other than this, the banks' lending was concentrated on
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trade and credits for current operations. During the economic
expansion that took place after 1895, many claimed that the
banks' participation  in the founding and reconstruction of
companies and in providing investments for plants and machinery
was insufficient and should be increased. The banks responded to
these needs primarily by increasing their lending to companies
againstpromissorynotes  and facilitatingthe companies' capita1
acquisition by providing finantial advice and granting loans on
their shares. The opportunity provided banks around 1910 to
participate in share-issuing activity, which had been prohibited
up to then, was of little lasting importante.  (See below p 23)

Following the Continental pattern, banks had been establ-
ished in Finland, Norway and Sweden during the 185Os, 1860s and
1870s withtheobjectof participatingin  share-issuingactivity,
but they never became universal banks. In Finland, where - as in
Norway-no legal restrictions of the Swedishtype developed, the
banks continued in principle to function as creditors to
business, but the provision of capita1 to industry was based on
an intimate cooperation  with the banks, as was the case in
Denmark and Sweden as well. In Norway, even after the turn of the
century, the banks remained too small and divided to provide
sufficient credit for large investments in heavy industry; nor
were they able, because of lack of experience, to provide
assistance with the issuing of bonds. (See above p 6.)

The estimates that have been made regarding the volume of
crediton the organized creditmarketand of the assets of credit
institutions as a percentage  of GNP and the increase of advances
in relation to the rise in gross investments in the different
Scandinavian countries are uncertain and not easy to campare.
Nonetheless, it is possible to indicate the major trends. (In the
case of Finland, onlyinformation regarding the volume of credit
has been available.) The total credit volume and the amount of
assets in relationtothe nationalproduct increasedmuch more in
Denmark  and Sweden during 1860-1895 than in Norway, where the
rate of economic growth and struttural change was much slower.
However, the briskly increasing demand for credit during the
period of rapid economic development after 1895 led to a rapid
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increase in the institutional volume of credit in all four
countries, and in Denmark, Norway and Sweden to higher assets in
relation to GNP -in Denmark much higher. In Denmark and Sweden,
institutional credits had normally financed 40 to 50% of gross
investments sinte the 187Os, while Norway did not begin to reach
this leve1 until after 1895.

That savings banks in Denmark  and Norwaywere veryimportant
is indicated by the fatt that up until 1910 their volume of
lending was larger than thatof the commercialbanks. In Finland
the state accounted for nearly half of the still rather modest
volume of lending as late as 1870. As in Norway, the break-
through for the commercial banks tame relatively late. The same
thing was true of the Finnish savings banks which in 1870
accounted for only 7% of the institutional credit volume. By
1913, however, this share had risen to 178, which was more or
less the same as that of the Swedish savings banks. In Sweden
the commercial banks became important relatively early, and
during the decade before 1915 their share of the institutional
volume of credit was about 55%.

The banking  industry in Scandinavia expanded quickly during
World War One. This was particularly true of the commercial
banks, whose deposits and lending increased much faster than
those of the savings banks. (During the 192Os, the opposite was
true.) In all the countries except Norway, deposits in the
commercialbanks grewmore rapidlythantheirlending. In Denmark
and Sweden at least, the abundante  of deposits was utilized among
other things as credit to foreign banks and, as in Norway, in a
marked increase in lending on shares. In this way the banks
contributedtothe financingof the formation, reconstruction and
expansion of joint-stock companies, but there was also a
conspicuously speculative side to this lending. The banks'
holding of securities grew tremendously in Norway as well.

Bank density also increased. By 1920 the number of commer-
cial banks in Denmark had grown to nearly 180, in Finland to 22
and in Norway to around 190. In Finland and Sweden the number of
branch offices  rose sharply, but in Sweden the number of banks
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was reduced to 40 by the end of 1920. The mergers had more than
outweighed the establishment of new banks.

During the post-war crisis, the banks in Denmark, Norway and
Sweden experienced great difficulties. In Sweden, however, none
of the banks were forced to suspend payments, and depositors did
not suffer anylosses. Rescue operations tookthe form of mergers
and reconstructions, inwhichthe state contributedthenecessary
funds. The state was involved in attempts at reconstruction and
other actions  to supportthe banks in Denmark  and Norway as well,
providing large amounts to this end. Nonetheless, in Norway the
bank crisis resulted in a massive liquidation of banks, both

ilarge and small. Between 1920 and 1938 the number of commercial
banks decreased bymorethan half. Owners and depositors suffered
enormous losses.

Bank Leqislation

In light of the relatively similar pattern of economic develop-
ment in Scandinavia, the banking systems of the four countries
(and the organised credit market as a whole) turned out rather
differently. Banking legislation also differed greatly. During
the entire period 1880-1920 the banking systems of Denmark and
Norwaywere subjectto less legislationthanwas the Finnishand,
in particular,  the Swedish system. However, the differentes were
less pronounced in the case of savings banks as opposed to
commercial banks. In all four countries, (new) legislation for
savings banks was enacted duringthe 1880s and 1890s -in Denmark
in 1880, in Norway in 1887, in Sweden in 1892 and in Finland in
1895. The Finnish legislation remained in effect until 1918 and
the Danish until 1919, while the Swedish and Norwegian was
replaced by new laws in 1923 and 1924 respectively. At the same
time as the 1919 Danish and 1924 Norwegian savings bank laws were
passed, both countries issued their first laws applying to
commercial banks. The banking legislation of the 188Os,  as well
as the Danish and Norwegian law of 1919 and 1924, were the result
of serious national bank crises. That the savings banks were
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subjett to a certain amount of regulation earlier than the
commercial banks must reasonably be related to the fatt that
savings banks during the 1880s played a far more important part
than did the commercial banks in the different markets for
deposits, where the first priority was to protect  depositors.

During the period under consideration,  the Finnish commer-
cial banks were subjectto an ordinance issued in 1886. In Sweden
the organization and business of the note-issuing joint-stock
banks with unlimited liability (the so-talled "enskilda" or
"private" banks) were regulated by an ordinance issued in 1874,
while joint-stock banks with limited liability were governed
first by the 1848 ordinance for joint-stock companies and after
1886 by a law, based on this ordinance, for limited liability
joint-stock banks. In 1903 new laws were passed for joint-stock
banks with unlimited liability, which lost the right to issue
notes, as well as for limited liability joint-stock banks. This
legislation was replaced in 1911 by one law tommon to all
commercial banks, which remained in effect until 1955, although
it underwent many changes.

During the period, banking in Denmark  did not require any
toncessions, and up to 1925 banking in Norway could be carried
out in various corporate forms following the usual regulations
for companies. Legislation passed in 1924 stipulated that banks
could take the form of either foundations, as in the case of
savings banks, or limited  liability companies, such as the
commercial banks. During the period considered here, no state
toncession was necessary to operate  a savings bank, but most of
the Norwegian savings banks applied nonetheless for government
ratification  of their statutes in that this gave them certain
privileges. Itwas not until the end of the period-provisional-
ly in 1918 and definitely in 1924 - that toncessions were
required for commercial banks and the right to establish banks
was controlled. The requirement regarding toncessions als0
applied to the establishment of branch offices. A toncession
could be denied not only when the statutes of a new bank were in
violation of existing legislation, but also when the size of the
bank's funds did not correspond to the leve1 of planned oper-
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ations or when its founding did not contribute to the tommon
good. The toncession of an existing bank could be retalled  as
well if there was reason to believe that its continued operation
would endanger the tommon good.

In Finland, on the other hand, the right to establish banks
became, if anything, even less restricted. According to the 1886
ordinance regarding banking companies, the establishment of a
bank did require permission from the government's Department of
Finantes, but branch offices could be established freely. An
earlier stipulation setting the minimum amount of capita1 for a
bank at the very high levelof 1.5 million marks was also revoked
by the new ordinance. The Department of Finante, however,
required a minimum capita1 of 300 000 marks upon the establish-
ment of new memoranda of association and for a while it also
stipulated that the permission of the Departmentwas required in
order to establish branch offices. There were, however, no
restrictions regarding mergers duringthe period. With regard to
the establishment of savings banks, it was stipulated that the
statutes of a new savings banks were to be ratified as long as
theywere not unlawful; this regulation remained in effect until
1931. Moreover, the ordinance of 1895 set the amount of capita1
resources required for new savings banks at a verylowlevel. The
basic fund was to amount to at least 1000 marks.

The Swedish legislation for commercial banking and the way
it was applied did not really form an obstacle to the establish-

ment of new banks during the latter decades of the 19th century.
A state toncession  was, to be sure, necessary for joint-stock
banks with unlimited liability, and the government could inquire

\

whether a new bank would be of service to the general good, but
a policy controllingthe establishmentof newbanks was never put
into effect. Charters were at that point not required for banks
whose operations were not based on issuing notes. However, to be
granted a charter required only that the memorandum of associ-
ation conformto existing legislation, andthere were fewlimited
liability banks that did not have charters.

/ Between 1903 and 1918 Swedish banking legislation promoted
the formation of larger banks and the elimination of smaller
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ones . During the last years of the war, however, this policy was
reversed in response to the strong trend towards toncentration
that developed. The establishment of smaller banks was encour-
aged, and the further expansion of the large banks through
mergers and the establishment of branch offices was made more
difficult. The change in policy was unsuccessful, however, and
,during the banking crisis in the beginning of the 192Os, the
!trend towards toncentration was once again allowed to prevail in
order to secure the money of depositors.

The controloverthe establishmentof joint-stock banks with
unlimited liability had been retained in the Banking Law of 1903
- although these banks were no longer granted  the right to issue
notes -and itwas extended, in the Banking  Law of 1911, to apply
to the establishment of limited liability banks as well. (This
extension of the right to control the establishment of banks had
met with strong opposition, but it was supported by the Swedish
Bankers' Association.) At the same time, the minimum size of the
basic fund was increased from 0.2 to 0.5 million crowns.  After a
transition period, this requirement began to applyto banks that
had already been chartered, and it contributed to the disap-
pearance of the smallest and weakest banks. The regulation of rs
mergers facilitated the formation of larger units, and allowing
the banks a limited right to acquire shares made toncentration
through cooperation inthe form of crosswise ownership possible.

The right to use the word "bank" in the firm's style had in
1903 been reserved for savings banks and those commercial banks
that were subjett to the banking laws. However, not until 1918
was a monopoly on banking operations - defined by the 1911
Banking Law as "such business as includes obtaining deposits
fromthe general publit on accounts thatare universally employed
by banks" -given banks and the agricultural credit societies set
up in 1915. Atthat point, individuals and trading companies, the
style of which included a personal name, were excluded from the
right to accept banking deposits.

In 1918 it was also stipulated that a bank could not carry
on banking operations at a branch located in another place
without the permission of the government, and the governmentwas
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also given the authority to decree, upon the expiration of a
bank's charter, thatbranch offices be discontinued. At the same
time, banks were prohibited from accepting  deposits or giving
loans by proxy or promoting deposit and lending operations by

I proxy. In 1919 the right of the government to judge whether a
’ bank contributed to the tommon good was extended to apply to
mergers as well. The new law also stated that banks could not
acquire orhold shares in another Swedish bankwithoutpermission

’ from the government. Finally, in 1921 the merger of banks with
II savings banks without government authorization was prohibited.

Up until 1920, there were no restrictions regarding the
establishment of savings banks and branch offices. According to
the 1892 savings bank law, the County Administration was to
confirmthe statutes of a savings bank if theywere in accordance

with existing law. In 1920 stipulations similar to those
f regulating the establishmentof commercialbanks wereintroduced

for savings banks. A new savings bank was to contribute to the
tommon good, and savings banks were prohibited, without special
permission, from operating at newly established branch offices
in a town other than the one in which the board resided.

The Danish savings bank lawof 1880 introduced centralized publit
supervision of the operations of savings banks in the form of an
inspector of savings banks. Further, certain requirements
regarding solvency, the statement of accounts and auditing  in
savings banks were drawn up. Other than this, the law entailed
few changes for their operations. To be sure, it was stated that
there existed a differente  in principle between the operations
of savings banks and commercial banks, but the regulations that
were to specify the differente do not seem to have worked. When
banking legislation was reformed in 1919, savings banks perform-
ing commercial banking  operations were still to be found.

The workonthe new legislation,  completed in 1919, had begun
in 1910 after a string of bank catastrophes in 1907-08 thatwere
characterized by some rather undesirable featuresi  in f907-O!,
andin 1912 a committee reportproposing far-reachinglegislative
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changes had been presented. In tomparison with this report,
however, the new laws regulating savings and commercial banks
were less stringent. The division of labor between the two types
of banks was notas well-defined as had been proposed. Commercial
banks were prohibited from accepting deposits on the same
conditions as savings banks andthe latterwere generallyprohib-
ited from doing the business of commercial banks, but those
savings banks which, prior to 1April 1919, had negotiated bills
of exchange  were permitted to continue to do so. The regulations
regarding the investments made by savings banks were made more
flexible, while requirements regarding solvency became more
stringent: for commercial banks, the opposite was true. The
required equity of commercial banks was reduced to a tenth of
total liabilities, while requirements fora fixedliquidityratio
were introduced. Cash on hand plus liquid unpawned securities
were to amount to at least 15% of obligations due on demand.  The
stritt rules proposed by the committee in order to prevent
savings or commercial bank executives from inappropriately
benefiting their own economic interests or those of natural or
legal persons close to them were also toned down.

The Norwegian Savings Banks Law of 1887 gave the savings
banks a great amount of freedom regarding forms for lending and
deposits. The rules regarding liquidity that had been suggested
in the government's proposal for legislation were set aside for
the future and never put into effect. The proposal  regarding a
centralizedpublic supervisionofthe operations of savings banks
was finally implemented in 1900, when a savings banks inspection
was created. The law, however, did make savings banks operations
more uniform. Stipulations thathadbeeninsertedinthe statutes
drawn up by some savings banks upon government tonfinnation were
incorporated in the law and became applicable to all. The
administration of the savings banks and their system of internal
control were strengthened.

The Finnish Savings Bank Ordinance of 1895 removed the
earlier limitation on the activity of rural savings banks,
allowing them to operate in areas other than their lotal dis-
trict, and placed savings banks under the publit supervision of
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an inspector of savings banks. In 1908 a petition was submitted
to the Finnish diet requesting that savings banks' operations be
extended to include short-term activities with both assets and
liabilities, and the law of 1918 allowed savings banks to accept
deposits in cheque accounts and to give credit not only in the
traditional form of loans subjett  to notice, but also, within
certain limits, inthe formof non-terminableamortizationloans,
short-termloans fora fixed period, billdiscounting, overdrafts
and current accounts.

In Sweden, legislation regulating savings banks had moved
in the opposite direction. The shift towards commercial banking
activities in the form of cheque accounts, bill discounting and
overdrafts was checked by the 1892 Savings Bank Law. Savings
banks were prohibited from disbursing funds in return for
anything butpromissorynotes. Thelawalso requiredthat savings
banks should account for at least one-tenth of depositors'
balantes  in state or other gilt-edged bonds, in bank deposits or
in loans on mortgage in real property  within half of the ratable
value.

According to the Ordinance of 1886 concerning banking companies,
the Finnish commercial banks were prohibited from carrying on
industrial activity and fromtrading in anything other than gold
and silver, bills, orders for payment, bank-notes and other
credit instruments, and this was interpreted to mean that the
banks had the right to trade in shares on their own account. The
ordinance also revoked the (little-used) right of the banks to
issue notes and stipulated under which conditions  losses
necessitated additional capita1 or closing the bank. (Similar
regulations had existed in Sweden sinte 1846.) Further, it was
stipulated that a representative of the publit was to oversee
the solvency of the bank.

Afterthe Swedish joint-stock banks with unlimitedliability
had ceased issuing bank-notes, their operations did not differ
from those of the limited liability banks. The two banking laws
of 1903 regulating their activities were therefore parallel.
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Changes were the result in part of a new law regulating limited
liability companies that had been enacted in 1895, and in part
they consisted of those stipulations that had been included in
the memoranda of association of certain banks in connection with
their government confirmation. This old practice of by-passing
legislative action in Sweden could also be found in Finland and
Norway, as was shown above, but in Sweden itwas now confirmed by
law. The supervisory authority also introduced a number of new
rules regarding a more effective control of banking activities.
(The literature used here says very little about the supervisory
authorities oftheother countries, butthe Swedish authoritywas
very effective and constructive. Founded in 1868 as the Banking
Division of the Department of Finante  - although in fatt it had
roots in the 18th century  - it was vitalised  in 1888 by a new
director  who held this position for 25 years. In 1907, it became
an independent civil service department, the Royal Bank Inspec-
tion Board.)

Unlike the commercial banks in the other Scandinavian
countries, the Swedish banks atthe beginning of the 20th century
were only allowed to trade in shares on tommission. (They were.,
only allowed to own shares that had been acquired to protect a
claim and such shares were to be sold as soon as this could be
done without a loss.) During the period of rapid economic
development in the decades around the turn of the century,
limited liability companies were established on a large scale.
It was therefore proposed that the banks be given the right to
trade in shares on their own account, in order for them to be
able to carry out what at that time was known as share-issuing
activities, which primarilymeantparticipating inthe financing
of newor reconstructed companies andin placing shares issued in
this connection withthe general publit. A strong body of opinion
in the business world supported this new direction  in banking
activities, but the prime mover behind this proposal  was in fatt
the elderly and very influential bank inspector.  He launched the
proposal, and he was in turn the official to whom it was sub-
mitted for consideration.  Moreover, he was the grey eminente of
the parliamentary banking committee, the creator of publit
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opinion and promoter in a partially reluctant banking world.
Through the law of 1909 regulating share-issuing banks, banks -
but only banks -were provided the opportunityto jointly found
and own share-issuing banks, which, beside carrying on banking
activities, were to participate in the establishment and
reconstruction of joint-stock companies for economic activities
and which for this reason were allowed to trade in shares on its
own account. From the point of view of the bank inspector, the
law was somewhat of a half measure. He had energetically argued
that larger, well-consolidatedbanks shouldbeallowedthe right,
quantitatively strictly limited, to acquire shares other than
those issued by share-issuing banks, but this had been strongly
opposed by the Bankers‘ Association.

However, shortly thereafter the Association changed its
stance, and after some lobbying on its part a limited right for
larger banks to acquire shares directly was included in the
Banking Law of 1911. This legislation also stipulated that banks
were required to keep a reserve in cash and highly liquid assets
that amounted to at least 25 % of obligations due on demand and
that a bank's deposits were not to exceed five times the amount
of the bank's own funds. The latter requirement was suspended
temporarily in 1917, however, in that there was a substantial
increase in deposits during the war.

The new policy concerning the right to acquire shares in the
legislation of 1909 and 1911 did not lead in the direction
expected by its originator. No share-issuing bank was ever
established. Instead, the standard joint-stock Company was the
type of Company chosen for issuing activities, which became
intensive in the inflationary and speculative  economy of the war
period. As from 1912 a bank that was allowed to acquire shares
could start a subsidiary Company with very little share capita1
and let it buy securities (or real property) for amounts many
times that size; the parent bank would then lend money on these

, assets at full price.  This clearly conflicted with the spirit of
1: the legislation. This was pointed out as early as 1913, but
i;
i despite the many studies and legislative proposals for issuing
/ companies, nothing happened until the deflationary crisis began
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, in 1920. All the issuing companies cellapsed  during the crisis -
one was kept alive in a formal sense -and the investing general
publit and the banks experienced very large losses. Legislation
forissuing companies last its actuality. Instead, in 1921 banks
were prohibited almost entirely from acquiring shares in
companies whose main activity was administering or trading in
shares or real property. In the beginning of the 193Os, the law
regulating share-issuing  banks and what remained of the right to
acquire shares directly  was revoked.
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DAS ÖSTKRRBICHISCHE -CHT SEIT 1920 BIS 1938

by
W. Kastner

Als am Beginn der Weltwirtschaftskrise die Creditanstalt (CA)
zusammengebrochen war, wurde mit dem 3. CA-Gesetz (1931/214),
ersetzt durch das 7. CA-Gesetz (1931/415), eine Untersuchungs-
kommission eingerichtet, die sich aus je einem Vertreter der
drei grossen Parteien zusammensetzte. Beamte der Finanz-
prokurator wurden als Rechtsberater beigegeben; als solchem
oblag mir die Aufgabe des Schriftfiihrers. Die Kommission hatte
die Haftungsansprüche gegen Vorstandsmitglieder der CA zu
untersuchen und gegebenenfalls auch geltend zu machen. In der
Finanzprokuratur  hatte ich auch andere Bankhaftungsfälle zu
begutachten. 1934 wurde ich in die Kreditsektion des Bundes-
ministeriums fiir Finanzen berufen; von da ab hatte ich alle
bankrechtlichen Gesetze entworfen und angewendet. Ich fühlemich
daher legitimiert, über das mir gestellte Thema zu sprechen.

Bei der Kiirze der fiir das Referat eingeräumten Zeitmuss ich
mich auf die Aufzählung der Gesetze und die Andeutung ihres
Inhaltes  beschränken; es können also nur die in den Gesetzen
verfolgten Linien dargestellt werden.

Standen auch die Kreditinstitute bei den eingeleiteten
gesetzlichen Massnahmen im Vordergrund, so wurden denoch zu
Recht die Banken nicht isoliert betrachtet. Die Gesetze griffen
vielfach über das Bankwesen hinaus, z.B. galt das Bankhaftungs-
gesetz auch für andere Aktiengesellschaften.

SehrvieleGesetzewarensogenannteGelegenheitsgesetze,  die
aus Anlass der Krise eines einzelnen Institutes beschlossen
wurden. So wurden z.B. nicht weniger als 10 CA-Gesetze verab-
schiedetz, die durch 5 weitere Gesetze novelliert und durch
allgemeine Sonderregelungen ergänzt wurden.

Ich halte es für sinnvoll, über die einschlägige Legislatur
chronologisch zu berichten:
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Das Aktienrecht  war im AHGB 1862 in bloss 53 Artikeln
geregelt. Fiir Aktiengesellschaften galt aber auch das Verein-
patent 1852 weiter, das zwar noch heute geltendes Recht ist,
aber nicht mehr auf Aktiengesellschaften anzuwenden ist. Nach
diesemGesetz  bedurfteeine Aktiengesellschafteinerbehördlich-
en Konzession zu ihrer Errichtung und Änderung  ihrer Satzung,
woran auch nach Aufgabe des Konzessionssystems in Deutschland
bis 1938 in österreich festgehalten wurde. Die deutsche Aktien-
rechtsrefonn um 1900 wurde in österreich mitdem Aktienrequlativ
aus dem Jahre 1899 als Anleitung fiir die Konzessionsbehörden
vielfach beriicksichtigt.

Das nach deutschem Vorbild erlassene Gesetz iiber Gesell-
schaften mitbeschränkter Haftunqberuhte zwar auf demNormativ-
system, eine Konzession war jedoch zur Errichtung einger GmbH
notwendig, falls sie Bankgesthäfte  betreiben wollte
(G 1924/246).

Zum Schutz der Inhaber von Pfandbriefen und Teilschuldver-
schreibungen wurden schon 1874 Gesetze (RGBl 48 und 49) erlas-
sen, die mehrfach novelliert wurden und zur Vertretung der
Rechte der Inhaber dieser Wertpapiere die Bestellung von
Kuratoren vorsahen. Diese Gesetze erlangten nach dem 1. Welt-
krieg besondere Bedeutung, als die Geltung von Wertsicherungs-
bestimmungen von Vorkriegsanleihen zweifelhaft wurden. In der
Nazi-Zeit wurden diese Gesetze als nachahmenswert nicht auf-
gehoben und stehen heute noch in Kraft. Ein Gesetz iiber fun-
dierte Bankschuldverschreibungen wurde 1905/213 erlassen.

Als nach Beendigungder Inflation eine Reihe von Bankgesell-
schaften in Schwieringkeiten geraten war und die Bankleute Bosel
und Castiglione nach raketenhaftem Aufstieg ihre Macht verloren
hatten, sah sich 1924 der Gesetzgeber veranlasst, das Bank-
haftungsgesetzunddasGeldinstitutezentralegesetz  zubeschlies-
sen.

Das Bankhaftungsqesetz (1924/284) hielt die Haftungs-
regelung nach HGB und ABGB fiir Vorstandsmitglieder von Aktien-
gesellschaften aufrecht, führte die Haftungsvorschriften jedoch
näher aus und ergänzte sie durch ein Konkurrentzverbot, die
Haftung eines Aktionärs, der mindestens über 10 % der Stimmen
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verfügte oder dessen Stimmrecht sonst ausschlaggebend war, für
durch ihn veranlasste Schädigungen, die Verantwortung eines
Vorstandsmitgliedes fiir die Einhaltung der Sorgfalt eines
ordentlichen  Xaufmannes und das Recht der Minorität von minde-
stens 10 % zur Verfolgung von Ersatzanspriichen gegen Vorstands-
mitgliederunterbestimmtenVoraussetzungen,  allesvorschriften,
denen im geltenden Aktienrecht Bestimmungen in abgewandelter
Weise entsprechen.

Das BankhaftungsG wurde von Emil Hofmannsthal, dem Bruder
des bekannten Dichters, kommentiert; 10 Aufsätze die sich mit
der Auslegung dieses Gesetzes befassen, habe vermerkt.

Artikel II des BankhaftungsG band den gewerbsmässigen
Betriebvon Bankgeschäftendurch Einzelpersonen, offeneHandels-
gesellschaften und Xommanditgesellschaften an eine Konzession;
der Bundesminister fiir Finanzen wurde im Einvernehmen mit den
beteiligten Ministern zur näheren Regelung im Verordnungsweg
ennächtigt. Diese Ennächtigung wurde ergänzt durch das Xonzes-
sionsgesetz (1924/427),  das auch die Erlassung von Verwaltungs-
strafbestimmungen durchverordnung  vorsah und die Errichtung von
Filialen aller Art durch Bankaktiengesellschaften und Bank-
gesellschaften mbH an eine behördliche Bewilliqung kniipfte. Eine
eigene Bankkonzession fiir Kapitalgesellschaften wurde nicht
vorgesehen, weil die Priifung der erforderlichen  Voraussetzungen
imZugedergesellschaftrechtlichenXonzessionserteilungmöglich
war.

Die Bankgewerbekonzessionsverordnunq folgte 1925/263 die in
26 Paragraphen eine eingehende Regelung brachte. Die Voraus-
setzungen fiir die Verleihung der Bankkonzession entsprachen
inhaltlich weitgehend dem heutigen KWG, allerdings mit dem sehr
wichtigen Unterschied, dass seit der XWG Novelle 1986 an
Einzelpersonen und Personenhandelsgesellschaften Bankkonzes-
sionen nicht mehr erteilt werden können. Nach der Bank-
gewerbekonzessionsverordnung bedurfte auch die Firma der
ausdriicklichen Genehmigung, um Verwechslungen mit Kapital-
gesellschaftenhinanzuhalten. DieBankgewerbekonzessionsverord-
nung war auch auf bestehende Bankbetriebe anzuwenden und die
Entscheidung der Konzessionsbehörde, selbst wenn sie die
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Konzessionserteilung ablehnte, war nach freiem Ermessen ohne
Angabe von Gründen zu treffen. Diese beiden Regelungen wurden
als verfassungswidrig in Zweifelgezogen, aber stets angewendet,
weil der VGH damit niemals befasst wurde.

Das gleichzeitig erlassene Geldinstitutezentraleqesetz,
1924/285,  traf im Abschnitt 1 zur Erleichterung und Beschleun-
igungder Liquidierungvonden Zahlungsschwierigkeitengeratenen
Geldinstituten steuerliche Beqünstigungen, die zeitlich
beschränkt und heute nicht mehr wirksam sind. In Abschnitt II
wurden konkursrechtliche Sonderbestimmungen fiir Banken getrof-
fen, die noch in Geltung stehen, aber praktisch kaum Anwendung
finden. Die Sonderbestimmungen für den Ausgleichsfallsind nicht
mehr anwendbar, weildas KNG einen Ausgleich fiir Banken versagt.

Der Abschnitt III iiber die Geschäftsaufsicht iiber zahl-
ungsunfähige Banken, deren Zahlunqsunfähigkeit iiberwindbar

erscheint, hat heute noch Bedeutung. Die Verhängunq der Ge-
schäftsaufsichtkann vom Bundesministerium  fiir Finanzen odervon
der Bank beantragt werden. Eine Aufsichtsperson ist zu bestel-
len. Nach Ablauf von 6 Monaten ist eine Verlängerung der Ge-
schäftsaufsichtmöglich, wenn sienochaussichtsreich erscheint.
Gelingt die Sanierung nicht, endet die Geschäftsaufsicht im
Konkurs.

Als 1926 die Centralbank der deutschen Sparkassen, ein
Spitzeninstitut fiir Sparkassen und Kreditgenossenschaften, in
eine Xrise geraten war, wurden in rascher Folge Sondergesetze
für sie erlassen. Zunächst wurde mit dem Gesetz 1926/173 ein
Untersuchungsausschuss im Nationalrat eingerichtet und ein
Kuratorium zur überwachung der Geschäftsführung eingesetzt, das
auch Bankhaftungsansprüche geltend zu machen hatte. Sparkassen
und Kreditgenossenschaften erhielten Darlehen vom Bund bis zur
Höhe ihrer Forderungen an die Centralbank, soweit dies zur
Befriedigung ihrer Einleger erforderlich war. Ein Moratorium
verhinderte die Konkurseröffnung und Befriedigung anderer
Forderungen. Die schon 16 Tage später beschlossene Novelle
1926/196 griff in die Dienstverhältnisse ein. Sonderverträge
konnten jederzeitvon beiden Seitenmiteinmonatiger Kiindigungs-
fristaufqelöstwerden. Soweitdies nicht qeschah, wurde nur der
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höchste Bezugnach Kollektivvertragbezahlt. EinRiicktrittsrecht
von Verträgen zwischen der Centralbank und ihren Vorstandsmit-
gliedern wurde eingeräumt, das auch fiir abhängige Gesellschaften
galt; Ersatzanspriiche wurden eingeschränkt.

Als feststand, dass die Centralbank nicht saniert werden
kann, erginq noch im Jahre 1926 die 2. Centralbank-Novelle,
1926/316. Im Interesse der Gläubiqer wurde das Konkursverfahren
ausgeschlossen und eine Liquidation nach Sondervorschriften
angeordnet. Die Einleqerwurden vollbefriediqt, desqleichen die
Gläubiger der 2. Konkursklasse. Ein Garantiefond mit eigener
Rechtspersönlichkeit wurde geschaffen, der zur Ausgabe von

1 Schuldverschreibungen ermächtiqt wurde und an den von allen
Kreditinstituten von den Zinsgutschriften auf Einlagebiicher und
Kontokorrentguthaben ein Beitrag abzufiihren war, woraus die

l Aufwendungen der Liquidation zu decken waren. Alle Dienstver-
I träge wurden als erloschen erklärt, kollektive Ruhe- und

Versorqunsqenüsse gesenkt. Zur Regelung der Garantiefondsbei-
l

träge wurde noch 9 Verordnungen erlassen.I
Dieses Gesetzhabeichverhältnismässigeingehendbehandelt,

, weil es das Vorbild fiir Massnahmen bei späteren Bankzusam-
1
!

menbriichen war. Es zoq mit Recht dem Konkurs die Abwicklung vor
und war auf Befriedigung der Einleger qerichtet.I

Als 1931 bei Aufstellung der Bilanz der Creditanstalt eine
Überschuldung von 140 Mio S festqestelltwurde, entschloss sich

/ augenblicklich die Bundesregierung zur Sanierung dieser Bank
durch Bereitstellung von 100 Mio S zur Zeichnung von CA-Aktien
und zur Verlustdeckunq; die Oesterreichische Nationalbank hatte
Creditanstaltsaktien  im Nennbetrag von 30 Mio S zu erwerben.

l
Eine Steuerbefreihung für alle Sanierungsmassnahmen solltediese
erleichtern (l.CAG,  136). Mitdemkurz hernach beschlossenen 2.
CA G (143) wurde der Finanzminister ermächtigt, ohne zahlenmäs-
sige Begrenzung Bürgschaften fiir Darlehen zu iibernehmen, die fiir
die Rekonstruktion und fiir laufende Gesthäfte  der CA gewährt

/ wurden (aufgehoben durch lO.CA G, 157/1934).  Die Bedenkung der
Bundesleistunqen nach dem 1. und 2.CA G war durch Ausgabe von
Bundesschuldverschreibungen vorqesehen. Es kann hier nicht der

I Inhalt der weiteren CA Gesetze dargestellt werden, nur so vieli
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ist hervorzuheben: Mit dem S.CAG, 216/1931,  wurden dienstrecht-
liche Sonderverträge fiir erloschen erklärt, Ruhe- und Versor-
gungsgeniisse auf Grund von Sonderverträgen stufenweise um 5-90
% gekiirzt. Zusagen überkollektivvertraglicher Bezüge wurden
ausser Wirkung gesetzt. Mit dem 8.CA G, 416/1931, wurden die
Ruhe- und Versorgungsbeziige nochmals  gekiirzt und Vorschriften
über Sonderverträge auch auf abhängige Kapitalgesellschaften
ausgedehnt. tiber die Abhängigkeit hatte der Finanzminister zu
entscheiden; auch massgebliche Darlehensgewährung konnte die
Abhängigkeitbegriinden. Bei ausländischen Gesellschaften wurden
die Anspriiche auf die Kiirzungsbeträge der CA gesetzlich einge-
räumt.

Den Sonderbestimmungen fiir die CA folgte die Bankent-
lastungsverordnungmit Gesetzeskraft, 68/1933; sie galt für alle
Aktienbanken mit Ausnahme der CA. Ihr wesentlicher Inhalt war,
das Erlöschen aller Sonderverträge, das Verbot garantierter
Tantiemen, die Kiirzung der Ruhe- und Versorgungsgeniisse auf
Grund von Sonderverträgen, Anrechnung anderweitigen Einkommens
aus Dienstverhältnissen und selbständiger Erwerbstätigkeit,
Geltung für abhängige Gesellschaften mit Kiindigungsrechten der
Patronatsbank, Erlöschen der Kollektivverträge  ohne Nachwirkung
als Bestandteil der Einzelverträge, mangels Einigung iiber eine
Neuregelung durch Kollektivvertrag binnen 4 Wochen,  Bestimmung
der Höhe der Dienstbezüge durch den Finanzminister.

Die Bankpensionsverordnung mit Gesetzeskraft 377/1933,
betraf die Pensionen bestimmter Bankaktiengesellschaften und die
von der Creditanstalt übernommenen Banken.

Alle diese Gesetze und Verordnungen wurden im Schrifttum
eingehent behandelt.

Die kostensparende Vereinfachung der Abwicklung und die
Erleichterung der Sanierung wurden in folgenden Gesetzen
allgemein geregelt:

Mit dem Konzentrationsbegiinstigungsgesetz 304/1934 (Nov
24/1937) wurden Abgabebegünstigungen für Schachtelgesellschaf-
ten, für Fusionen, andere Vereinigungen von Unternehmen und der
Übergang von Unternehmen von Gebietskörperschaften auf Aktien-
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gesellschaften und Genossenschaften sowie die Umwandlung von
Bergbaugesellschaften in Aktiengesellschaften erlassen.

MitdemLiquidierunqserleichterungsqesetz,  271/1935, wurden
die Verjährungsfristen für Forderungen iiber S lOO.- gegen Banken
auf 3 Jahre verkürzt.

Mit dem Gesetz 213/1932  wurde nach deutschem Vorbild in Art
1 die Kapitalherabsetzung in erleichterter Form mit ständig
verlängerter Geltungsdauer zugelassen (V 287/33, 12/34 II,
255/1935, 221/1936  und 207/1937).

In Art II wurde die Kapitalherabsetzung und gleichzeitige
Erhöhung des Grundkapitals der Aktiengesellschaften auf die
ursprüngliche Höhe geregelt.

Art III bestimmte, dass die Dienstbezüge von Vorstandsmit-
gliedern und leitenden Angestellten nur auf die Dauer von 2
Jahren, bei unbestimmter Dauer mit 6 monatiger Kiindigungsfrist
abgeschlossenwerdenkönnenunddie sondervertraglichenGehalts-
, Tantiemen-, Pensions- und sonstigen Beziige in Sonderverträgen
an die wirtschaftliche Lage des Unternehmens anzupassen sind.
Im Nichteinigungsfalle hatte der Bundesminister fiir Finansen zu
entscheiden. Es kam allerdings nur zu einem einzigen derartigen
Verfahren, das ich selbst durchgeführt habe. Schliesslich wurde
die Beschränkung  der Vereinigung von Vorstands- und Aufsichts-
ratsmandaten in einer Person auf 10 Mandate angeordnet. Wurden
Funktionäre einer Aktiengesellschaft delegiert, so flossen die
Tantiemen der Aktiengesellschaft zu, die nur höchstens 50 % an
ihre Delegierten weitergeben durfte.

Fiir die Einfiihrung der Abschlussprüfung der Aktiengesell-
schaften fehlte die Voraussetzung insoferne, als es nicht
genügend qualifizierte Wirtschaftstreuhänder gab, die als
Wirtschaftspriifer hätten eingesetzt werden können. Das Bundes-
minister fiir Finanzen bediente sich in der Regel der Gesell-
schaft fiir Revision und treuhändige Verwaltung GmbH, einer
Tochtergesellschaft der Oesterreichischen Nationalbank (vg1 V
69/1933).

DieVerordnungmitGesetzeskraft66/1933  (Nov445/1936)  nahm
sich des Schutzes der Kreditsuchenden var Ausbeutunq an; diese
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Vorschriften beschäftigten wiederholt die Gerichte und das
Schrifttum behandelte sie in 13 Aufsätzen.

1933 wurde durch Verordnungen mit Gesetzeskraft das
Zweckspargeschäft (158) und durch die Einlage V (159) die
vorzeitige Auswahlung gebundener Bucheinlagen un die Gewährung
von Darlehen auf Bucheinlagen in der Regel verboten sowie die
zulässigen Höchstzinssätze geregelt.

Als Gesetze, welche die Abwicklung zahlungsunfähiger nicht
sanierungsfähiger Banken unter Ausschaltung  eines Konkurses
behandelten, sind zu erwähnen:

Die Arbeiterbank V mit Gesetzeskraft, (98/1934), 112/1934
11 und 120/1935).

Die Spar- und Darlehenskasse fiir Bundesanqestellte Gen.
(145/1935, 184/1937).

"Kompass" Allgemeine Kredit- und Garantiebank (198/1936).
Der Zusammenbruch der Lebensversicherunqsanstalt Phoenix

löst eine Reihe von Sondergesetzen aus:107/1936, 134/1936,
216/1936, 33/1937 sowie die V 129/1936. Eine weitere Folge war
die Errichtung eines Versicherungsfonds (G 90/1936),  der durch
den Versicherungsunternehmen auferlegten Urnlagen die erforder-
liehen Mittel zur Bereinigung der Anspriiche gegen Phoenix in
gesetzlich vorgesehenem Umfang zu ermöglichen hatte (Nov
202/1936, 346/1937). Als einschlägige Verordnungen sind auf-
zuzählen 110/1936,  269/1936, 416/1937, 115/1937, 352/1938 und
74/1938 (LBGl dsterreich). Auf eine Reihe allgemein geltender
Vorschriften fiir Versicherungsunternehmen zur Erleichterung
ihrerPersonallastenundüberAngelegenheitendesVersicherungs-
vertragsrechtes ist hier nicht einzugehen.

In diesen Jahren wurden aber nicht nur die erwähnten
Gelegenheitsgesetze erlassen, sondern auch die Organisation der
SparkassenimSparkassenverwaltunqsG  (296/1935) samtsparkassen-
registerverordnunq (470/1936)  erlassen.

Die Revision der Genossenschaften wurde mit der Genos-
SenschaftsNov  195/1934  und 386/1936 sowie durch das Beamten-
kreditgenossenschaftsG  184/1937 abschliessend behandelt.

Das Bauspargeschäft wurde mit Gesetz 18/1932 geordnet und
den Genossenschaften vorbehalten. Dem Bundeskanzler war die
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Priifung von Bausparkassen gesetzlich ennöglicht worden, bei
Feststellung unlauterer Mittel hatte der Bundeskanzler die
Genossenschaft aufzulösen, bei Gefahr im Verzug konnte der
Genossenschaft der Abschluss neuer Bausparverträge verboten
werden. Die Bausparov 1933/20 ersetzte das Gesetz des Jahres
1932 und wurde mit G 385/1934 II novelliert.

Zur ausschliesslichen Interessenvertretung der Unternehm-
ungen des Geld-, Kredit- und Versicherungswesens wurde der
Finanzbund durch das FinanzbundG 119/1933 errichtet. Verordnung-
en regelten den Bankenverband (532/1935 und 42/1938),  den
Fachverband  der Versicherungsanstalten (533/1935), der Landes-
kreditinstitute (534/1935), der Sparkassen (1935/535  und
41/1938), der Kreditgenossen-schaften (536/1935), der Bauspar-
unternehmungen (537/1935  und 343/1936),  der Lotteriestellen
(538/1935 und 342/1936) und der Effektensensale (539/1935).

Schliesslich ist noch das Goldbilanzenqesetz, 184/1925,  zu
erwähnen. Während der Inflation nach dem 1. Weltkrieg wurde
rechtlich an der Fiktion festgehalten "Krone ist gleich Krone".
Nach der Währungsreform wurden die Unternehmen mit dem Goldbi-
lanzengesetz verhalten, durch Neubewertung der Aktiven und
Passiven die Bilanzen umzustellen. Damit war eine sichere
Rechnungsgrundlagewieder erreicht. Ähnliche Eröffnungsbilanzen
waren nach der Währungsumstellung von S in RM und von DM in S
gesetzlich angeordnet worden.

Zusammenfassend ist folgendes festzuhalten:
1) Die Krisenzeit 1920 bis 1936 veranlasste den österreich-

ischen Gesetzgeber zu vielen gesetzlichen Massmahmen, die ein
buntes Mosaik ergeben. Rechnen wir Gesetze und Verordnungen
zusammen, so ergibt sich die erkleckliche Zahl von 90.

Die darin verfolgten Gedanken waren auf eine zweckmässige
Abwicklung nicht sanierungsfähiger Banken und auf die Erhaltung
iiberlebensfähiger Unternehmen in sinnvoller Weise gerichtet.
Auch die Hintanhaltung von Zahlungsunfähigkeiten war ein Ziel
der Gesetzgebung.

2) DiemeistenGesetzewarensogenannteGelegenheitsgesetze,
deren Ziel es war, mit einer eingetretenen schwierigen Wirt-
schaftssituation fertig zu werden. Diese Sondergesetze betrafen
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in der Regel einzelne Xreditinstitute und Versicherungsunter-
nehmen.

3) Aus den hiebei gewonnenen Erfahrungen wurden die
gebotenenKonsequenzengezogenundallgemeingeltendeMassnahmen
angeordnet.

4) Eine Reihe von Gesetzen war systematisch als Dauer-
regelung erlassen worden, wie z.B. die Konsessionsregelung fiir
Banken ohne eigene Rechtspersönlichkeit, die Geschäftsaufsicht
von Banken, die heute noch geltendes Recht ist, sowie gesell-
schaftsrechtliche Regelungen.

5) Bei der Abwicklung nicht sanierungsfähiger Banken wurde
ein einfaches kostensparendes Verfahren angeordnet und deshalb
der Konkurs ausgeschlossen. Die rasche Befriedigung der Einleger
war das Ziel und die Eingriffe in Dienstverträge, insbesondere
durch deren Aufhebung und Kiirzung von Anspriichen war nicht nur
im Interesse der Gläubiger, sondern auch im Interesse der
Dienstnehmer gelegen, um ihre Anspriich wenigstens in minimalen
Grenzen zu erfüllen.

6) Um die Zahlungsunfähigkeit von Banken hintanzuhalten
wurden ähnliche Massnahmen auf dienstrechtlichem Gebiet mit
Allgemeingeltung getroffen. Bemerkenswert ist die fiir alle
Aktiengesellschaften getroffene Anordnung, die Beziige der
leitenden Angestellten an die Lage des Unternehmens ansupassen.

7) Die Konsentration von Unternehmen wurde durch abgaben-
rechliche Begiinstigungen, s.B. durch das Schachtelprivileg, und
gesellschaftsrechtliche Erleichterungen, wie z.B. der Einfiih-
rung der vereinfachten Kapitalherabsetzung vorgesehen.

8) Schliesslich ist nochmals auf das Bankhaftungsgesetz
hinzuweisen. Es enthielt Dauervorschriften, dieallerdings durch
das Bedürfnis der Krisenzeit ausgelöst wurden, schuldhaftes
Verhalten von Vorstandsmitgliedern zu verfolgen, um dadurch die
Sanierung su erleichtern und die Vorstandsmitglieder zu erfolg-
reicherer Tätigkeit zu veranlassen.

Da heute Sanierungen, insbesondere im Bereich der verstaat-
lichten Industrie in Österreichwieder an der Tagesordning sind,
ist der gegebene Rückblick  nicht uninteressant. Er reigt, dass
die Krise in den Zwanziger- und Dreissigerjahren eine wichtige
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Lernperiode fiir die österreichische Gesetzgebung war; es ist
bezeichnend, dass Klucki, der Leiter der Kreditsektion als
einziger im höchsten Rang als Ministerialdirektor  in ein
Berliner Ministerium 1938 iibernommen wurde. Ich selbstdurfte in
dieser Lernperiode in vorderster Front mitmachen.
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PDBLIC CONTROL OF COMMRRCIAL  BANKS AND THEIR ACTMTIES
- TRE SWEDISH EXAMPLE 1910 - 1970

bY

Mats Larsson

THE INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND

The National Bank At the end of the 17th century and during
the 18th century, the national bank of
Sweden (the Riksbank) did not primarily
function as a central bank. While the bank
did obtain the right to issue bank notes in
1701, the bank's activity generally re-
sembled those of a commercial bank. During
the last decades of the 19th century howev-
er, legislative steps were taken to differ-
entiate the functions of the Riksbank from
those of the private banks.'

Savings Banks The first banks dealing with deposits and
the provision of capita1 had been founded
during the first half of the 19th century.
Savings banks became the centre for the
flow of capita1 in rural areas, and a
number of lotal savings ban s had been
established even before 1850. F

Joint-Stock Banks with The first private bank (Skånska privat-
Unlimited Liability banken in Ystad) was founded in 1830 and

was soon followed by others. It was howev-
er only in the wake of an accelerating
industrialization in Sweden during the
latter part of the 19th century - which
generated growing demands for capita1 -
that conditions were created that allowed
private banking on a larger scale. The
banks founded during this period were so-
talled "enskilda" ("private") or joint-
stock banks, with the owners being liable -
one for all, all for one - for the bank's
obligations. These banks were primarily
engaged in issuing banknotes, and initially
they showed very little interest in depos-
its. Stockholms enskilda bank, founded in
1856, displayed a much greater cancern for
this type of activity, however, which in
turn led other banks to increase their
deposits.
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Joint-Stock Banks with Withthe establishment of the first Swedish
Limited  Liability joint-stock banks with limited  liability

during the 1860s and 187Os, this trend was
further accentuated. These banks did not
issue their own banknotes; rather their
operations were based on the stockholders'
equity and deposits from the general pub-
lic.3

The right for joint-stock banks to issue
their own banknotes was successively cur-
tailed during the end of the 19th century
and finally prohibited in 1904. These
banks therefore also became increasingly
dependent on deposits for their operations.
The special form of ownership characteriz-
ing joint-stock banks with unlimited liab-
ility ceased to exist in 1933, and there-
after all commercial banks were limited
liability companies.4

The Swedish Bank
Inspection Board

Sinte the operations of the commercial
banks were subjett  to increasing legislat-
ive regulation during the latter part of
the of the 19th century, the need for state
supervision of the banks' activities grew.
The right to exercise this control was
originally giventhe Department of Finante,
but was transferred in 1907 to the Bank
Inspection Board. As the result of a
substantial increase in personnel during
the period 1907-1910, itbecame possibleto
centralize the supervision of the banks to
a greater extent than had been the case
previously. As a civil service department,
the Bank Inspection Board had the right to
render binding decisions on the banks,
whereas earlier it had been obliged to work
througP the different County Administra-
tions. This provided improved possibilit-
ies for a more effective control of the
observante of the 1911 banking law - the
firstcommercialbankinglegislation tommon
to both limited liability joint-stock banks
and joint-stock banks with unlimited liab-
ility.

THE BANKING LAW OF 1911

The 1911 law regarding banking firms was
preceded by an extensive debate, and a
great number of bills were introduced in
the Riksdag (parliament). There was a
lively discussion outside of the Riksdag as
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well, particularly  within the banking
community. Despite objections against an
increased regulation of banking activities,
the new legislation was passed by the
Riksdag in June of 1911. The legislation
regulated b.oth corporate legal aspects of
the banking business - taken primarily from
the joint-stock Company law of 1910 - as
well as the banks' operations. A number of
provisions specificallydesigned for joint-
stock banks with unlimited liability were
als0 necessary, in that questions of liab-
ility were handled differertly  than in
limited liability companies.

Establishmentof Banks In most respects, the new legislation cor-
responded to the regulations  passed in
1903. The Banking Law of 1911 was, howev-
er, much more detailed on most points.
Among other things, this was reflected in
the fatt that, for the first time, banking
was defined as a "business which includes
obtaining deposits from the general pub-
lic". "Individuals or partnerships" were,
in addition to the Riksbank, limited liab-
ility banks, joint-stock banks with un-
limited liability and savings banks, also
allowed to conduct banking business on the
condition that the firm's title included a
personal pame and that the term bank was
not used.

Control over Estab- Policy concerning the establishment of
lishment of Banks banks thus became more restrictive, in that

only joint-stock banks with unlimited
liability had been subjett to these regula-
tions earlier. The right to operate a bank
as a limited Company was confirmed by the
government for a maximum of ten years at a
time after a memorandum of association had
been drawn up by at least ten Swedish
citizens who were also residents of the
country. The government was also entitled
to investigate whether "the company in
questign was of service to the general
good."

Despite the fatt that a certain tendency
towards toncentration among commercial
banks became evident after 1908, the large
number of competing companies was consider-
ed to be more troublesome than the sug-
gested regulation of the establishment of
new banks.
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The movement towards a centralisation av
the banking system was also encouraged by
other changes in the banking law. The
basic fund of the limited liability bank
was thus to amount to at least one million
crowns, unless the memorandum of associa-
tion stated that "the Company does not
intend to operate a bank on a large scale,
but rather intends to satisfy a small
volume of business on a lotal level." In
that case, the basic fund could be reduced
to 500 000 crowns, which can be compared to
the easlier minimum amount of 200 000
crowns. This increase probably contribut-
ed to the disappearance, after a transi-
?;;alcap;;i;dfO of banks poorly equipped

Bank mergers were also
facilitated by regulations which made it
easier to take over shares in another
bank."

Beside the basic fund, resources were to be
set aside every year in a reserve fund. At
least 15 percent of the bank's yearly pro-
fits - after deductions to cover the prev-
ious year's deficits - were to be placed in
the reserve fund. These provisions were to
be made until the reserve fund amounted to
a total of 50 percent of the basic fund,
but could of course also continue after
that point. The reserve fund could be
allowed to fall under the 50 percent limit
only in order to cover losses. Unlike the
reserve fund, tlie voluntary provisions to
the Qzee reserves could be used for divide-
nds.

Coverage of Capita1 Cancern for depositors' savings resulted in
deposit rules being regulated by the bank-
ing law of 1911. The bank's deposits were
thus not allowed to exceed five times the
amount of the bank's own funds - the sum of
:;;eb~e~er;;;df~ the reserve fund and the

Despite the fatt that
these rules can seem to have been stricter
than necessary for the large banks, the
limit on deposits seems to have been little
more th,aa a confirmation of earlier banking
policy.

Cash Reserves In order to insure the economic stability
of the banks, new regulations regarding li-
quidity were introducedin the law of 1911.
Limited liability banks were obliged to
keep a cash reserve in assets which could
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easily be converted to money, which togeth-
er with the cash account totaled at least
25 percent of the commitments the +ompany
was obliged to honour upon demand.

Regulations regarding limits on deposits
and the size of the cash reserve  were new
features in Swedish banking  legislation and
were aimed at developing both the finantial
strength as well as the liquidity of the
Company. The new regulations were not, how-
ever, the result of any immediate crisis in
the general finantial situation of the
banks. Rather, it was the diversity of the
banking  system and the finantial  vulnerab-
ility of the small banks that motivated a
more stringent attitude. The purpose of
the legislation, both with regard to the
basic and reserve funds as well as liquid-
ity, was thus to strengthen the banks'
finantes and reduce risks for depositors.

Business <Operations Besides deposits and lending, the Banking
Law of 1911 allowed limited liability banks
to pursue related activities, such as trad-
ing on the bank's own account with gold,
domestic and foreign currency, bills of
exchange, checks, drafts and bonds con-
nected with the enterprise. The banking
Company, however, was not allowed to deal
in real estate on its own account, with
the exception of real estate housing the
bank itself. In order to protect its own
claim however, the bank could buy property
- seized by distress or pledged - put up to
publit auction orreceive personal property
in payment. Property acquired in this
manner was to be sold as soon as this could
be done without a loss. Such acquisitions
were to be reporte8 immediately to the E?an#k
Inspection Board.

Acquisition of Shares A new feature in the 1911 banking legisla-
tion was that a limited  liability bank was
allowed to acquire shares - shares in the
bank itself excepted however. Such an
acquisition could be payment for a claim in
a case when it was clear that the bank
would otherwise suffer a loss; this cor-
responded to earlier legislation. If the
size of the reserve fund was more than half
that of the basic fund, the bank was also
allowed to acquire shares in share-issuing
banks. The book value of these shares was
not to exceed the value by which the reser-
ve fund exceeded 50 percent of the basic
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fund. If the value of the basic and reser-
ve funds together exceeded 6 million crowns
(a basic fund of 4 million crowns and a
reserve fund of over 2 million crowns), the
banking company could also acquire shares
in companies otherthan share-issuing banks
- for example in industrial enterprises.
The combined value of these shares was not
to exceed half of the amount for which the
right to acquire shares in a share-issuing
bank had not been used. Furthermore,
shares could only be acquired if the ac-
quisition had been approved in the memoran-
dum of as,sociation  or by the shareholders'
meeting. The purpose of this regulation
was to provide the commercial banks with
more opportunities tq8participate in and
execute share issues. This decision had
been the object of extensive debate in the
years after the turn of the century and
continued to provoke discussion during the
following decades.

Share-Issuing Banks The bill submitted to the Riksdag in Janua-
ry 1907 supported the idea that special
share-issuing banks -investment banks -
should be established. These would not
only counteract speculation in share-issu-
ing activities, but also facilitate the
import of capita1 and promote the develop-
ment of industry and commerce. In the
discussion which followed upon the submis-
sion of this bill, it was argued that both
established share-issuing banks as well as
ordinary banks could be granted the right
to acquire shares. After a renewed inves-
tigation of the question, however, the
Riksdag passed a law in 1909 permitting the
foundation of special share-issuing banks
forthe establishment and reconstruction of
joint-stock companies. Nevertheless, the
question of whether banks should be allowed
to acquire shares was not resalved by the
passing of this law and - in that no share-
issuing banks were founded - arose again.
The great interest in this question shown
by the Swedish Bankers' Association was a
direct reason for the inclusion in the
Banking Law of 1911 of new regulations
regarditig the banks' rights to acquire
shares. It should, however, be pointed
out that these new regulations regarding
the acquisition of shares made the law
regulating share-issuing banks less effect-
ive, in that the banks could openly oper-

'diary companies that could acquire
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Share-Issuing
Companies

Lending on Shares

Liquidation

Giving the banks the right to acquire
shares was meant to provide them with the
opportunity to participate  directly  in the
issuing of shares and in that way to ad-
vante corporate development within the
country. It was also intended to support
the banks' attempts to establish other
banking companies. Special subsidiary
companies - share-issuing companies - whose
main objective was to acquire and administ-
er shares were started. Such companies
could also be established as affiliate com-
panies. These companies were not owned by
the bank, but the controlling interest of
the bank was secured through the compa?ies
having members of the board in tommon.

An important part of the banks' lending to
industry went through more indirect  chan-
nels such as lend&ng on new issues of
shares as security. Even before the banks
received the right to acquires shares in
1911, the Bank Inspection Board had been
aware of the dangers associated with this
type of credit to businesses. The element
of risk, it was felt, was essentially the
same as when the bank bought shares. The
Inspection Board noted, however, that it
was hardly possible to p&ohibit banks from
lending money on shares. Nor did the 1924
Banking Committee reject lending money on
shares in principle. On the contrary, the
advantages for a Company to be able in this
manner to quickly raise new capita1 fo&
investments, for example, was emphasized.
The banks, however, used generous lending
rates on shares as a means of tompetition.
This led the Swedish Banking Association to
begin, even before World War One, to draw
up maximum lending rates for shares which
had been the subjectof speculation.  These
rates were not binding, but rather ,yere
meant to be guidelines for the banks.

In the Banking Law of 1911, the conditions
under which limited liability banking com-
panies were to be liquidated were also
stipulated. A Company was to be liquidated

- when the Company had not begun to do
business within a year of its being
formed

- when the basic fund had not been paid off
within a year of the opening of the
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- when the number of shareholders fel1 to

less than 20
- when the charter lapsed after 10 years
and a new charter was not granted

- when the charter was declared forfeit.26

Banking companies could also be liquidated
when losses were such that 10 percent or
more of the basic fund had been last. Were
this to occur, the board was to notify a
shareholders' meeting immediately in order
to give shareholders an opportunity to
restore the value of the basic fund. If
extra payments were not made, the
was obliged to go into liquidation.

iFompany
This

decision was taken by the shareholders'
meeting, whiF8h also appointed one or more
liquidators.

Deficits in the basic fund could also come
to the attention of the Bank Inspection
Board via the monthly reports, showing
assets and liabilities, which the banking
Company was required to send in. If the
Board, upon reviewing these reports, had
reason to believe that the basic fund had
decreased by more than 10 percent, the
Company was obliged to make up a balance-
sheet. A representative authorized by the
Board was also entitled to29participate  in
the liquidators' meetings.

Joint-Stock Banks with The legislation governing joint-stock banks
Unlimited Liability with unlimited liabilitylargelycorrespon-

ded to that regulating joint-stock banks
with limited liability. The sise of the
basic fund could vary, however, as was
noted above. Joint-stock banks with un-
limited  liability having a basic fund of
one million crowns or more were thus talled
"enskild" (private) banks, while smaller
operations were to contain the phrase "com-
mon bank" in the firm's title.30 A joint-
stock banks with unlimited liability was to
be set up by at least thirty principle
shareholders - Swedish citizens - who were
jointly responsible for the company's
obligations. A principle share of this
type - as opposed to shares in joint-stock
banks with limited liability - could not be
trans&erred without the consent of the com-
pany.

Regulations concerning the establishment
and registration of the Company coincided
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generally speaking with those for joint-
stock banks with limited liability. This
meant that the control over the establish-
ment of new companies which had been in
effect earlier was retained. Moreover the
same regulations regarding increases in the
basic fund and allocations to the reserve
fund, as well as the right to acquire
shares and requirements regarding liquid
cash applied  to both joint-stock banks with
unlimited liabilitg and limited  liability
banking companies.

The Bank Inspection The relationship between the Bank Inspec-
B?%?d tion Board and the banks was also regulated

by the Banking  Law of 1911. Thus, banks
were required to notify the Board both upon
Ithe commencement of operations, as well as
,when the Company was liquidated. While the
'bank was in business, it was required to

I
faccount  on a monthly basis for the finan-
cial position of the Company with regard to

assets and liabilities and to provide
information on interest rates for deposits

j and loans. Itwas also required to send in
s the directors' report and statements of

j income and finantial position upon the
i balancing of the accounts. The banks were
i also to provide the Board, or the represen-
: tative appointed by the Board to inspect
: the company's  activities and accounts, with
information upon request. If the Bank
Inspection Board considered it necessary,
it could summan a bank's board for a meet-i .mg. If and when the basic fund was reduc-
ed by 10 percent, the banking Company was
immediately - at the request of the Bank
Inspection Board - to close its accounts.
Upon liquidation, a representative of the
Bank Inspection Board was to be appointed
to supervise the closing of the Company.
If the banking Company did not adhere to
the regulations which had been drawn up by
the Board, the Board had the authority to
impose penalties. The banking company  had
the right to appeal decisions  made by thz
Banks Inspection Board to the Government.

CHANGES IN BANXING LEGISLATION 1911-1954

Other than some minor changes,  the banking
legislation from 1911 was retained until
1955. Certain shortcomings and problems
with the legislation, to some extent caused
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by the First World War, were nonetheless
evident as early as 1915. However, one
hoped to avoid having to fundamentally
change the legislat&on which had worked
well before the war.

In May 1917, however, banks with equity in
excess of 5 million crowns were relieved of
the obligation to maintain a leve1 of
deposits within 5 times the amount in the
bank's funds. This decision was motivated
by a substantial increase in deposits after

:~:Eheazndno~2~e 3'
remain in effect until
While requirements were

thus reduced for the larger banks, the
regulations of 1911 remained in effect for
the smaller limited  liability banks and the
tommon banks. Even if cancern for private
deposits lay behind this decision, itwould
seem clear that it accentuated the struc-
tural changes  that had already begun within
the banking industry.

THE PAHLIAMENTAHY  INVESTIGATION OF 1916

Acquisition of Shares As early as March 1915, the question of the
banks' right to acquire shares had been
brought up by the Bank Inspection Board,
which noted that the banks, through the
establishment of subsidiary companies, had
exercised their right to acquire shares in
a manner not intended by the Banking Law of
1911. The banks had in this way not only
increased the intended shareholding, but
thev had also used the subsidiaries as
intermediaries for acquiring property. In
the view of the Board of Inspection,  the
only remedy for this abuse was to revoke
the right, as stipulated in the Banking Law
of 1911, to acquires shares
other than

i.8 companies
note-issuing banks.
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Lending on Shares The parliamentary investigation, carried
out by experts, concluded in its report in
January 1916 that by forming independent
joint-stock companies, the majority of
banks had been able to circumvent the
spirit of the law regarding banking activ-
ities. The investigators were most dis-
turbed by the fatt that the banks often
lent money against the subsidiaries' hold-
ings of both shares and property  at rates
so high that it could be considered the
equivalent of buying. The banks' losses
could thus become much larger than had been
intended by the legislation giving them the
right to acquire shares. Balante sheets,
which did not include the holdings of sub-
sidiaries, also became misleading, which in
turn affected the monthly reports sent by
the banks to the Board of Inspection. The
authorities' prospects of judging the size
of the basic fund from reported assets and
liabilities were thus very limited. This
type of activity had, however, not yet
grown to any large proportions, but there
was, it was felt, a danger in the further
development of the system of bank-owned
subsidiaries.37

THE BANKING COMMITTEE OF 1917

The relationship between banks and industry
was also debated in the Riksdag, and fears
were expressed that the banks would take
control of industry and commerce rather
than work in their service. No decision
was made to further regulate the banks
however. Instead a committee was appoint-
ed in 1917 to investigate to what extent
laws and statutes should be complemented or
other steps taken to prevent the banking
industry from developing in a manner that
would be injurious to industry and com-
merce. Besides the question of banks
issuing shares, the committee was specifi-
callyto investigate the tende ties towards
toncentration  within banking. 38

In its report which was presented in Novem-
ber 1918, the Banking Committee of 1917
recommendedregulationsprohibitingbanking
companies from taking over another bank's
business or acquiring shares or an interest
in another bank without permission from the
government. This proposal was passed by
the Riksdag in 1919, with the addendum that
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permission to take over another bank could
be granted if such a take-over was no&
considered detrimental tothe tommon good.

Concentration  in the This new regulation emerged during a period
Banking Industry (1903-1918) in which legislation had en-

couraged the formation of large banks. The
criteria for the size of the basic fund had
been increased in both 1903 and in 1911,
which led to the demise of many of the
small lotal banks. The tendency towards

toncentration  had also been encouraged by
.

1
,the Board of Inspection, which advised

'I
finantially weak banks to merge with stron-

,/ ger banks. The number of commercial banks
peaked in 1908 with 83 chartered companies.
The rapid establishment of smaller regional
banks sinte the end of the 1890s had nearly
doubled the number of commercial banks.
This increase in the number of new banks
occurred during a period of rapid economic
growth, and theywere established primarily
to satisfy the need for capita1 on a lotal
or regional basis. The new banks were
often financed with capita1 from the more
important companies within a geographic
region which gave the banks a certain
stability de4s$ite  the small size of their
basic funds.

Even before 1910, however, the number of
commercial banks had began to decrease and
by 1919 there were 42 banks. Buring this
period, the limited liability banks with a
basic fund of less than 1 million crowns
disappeared entirely; there were 38 such
banks in 1908. The number of joint-stock
banks with unlimited liability was als0
greatly reduced during this period, while
the number of limited liability banks with
a basic fund of more than 1 million crowns
increased only marginally. This would
indicate that very few of the smaller bank-
ing companies were capable of increasing
their basic fund from the earlier minimum
leve1 of 200 000 crowns to 500 000 crowns,
which according to the Banking Law of 1911
was a requirement for the granting of a
renewed charter. These sm%;1 banks merged
with larger banks instead.

This developmentmay seem somewhatsurpris-
ing in that the period 1917-1919 was char-
acterized bythe establishment of new banks
- 15 altogether. The economic boom during
the First World War encouraged the estab-
lishment of banks by owners well-equipped
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with capita1 as well as by regional banks,
while at the same time the banking legis-
lation created difficulties for many small
lotal banks. By also allowing, after 1915,
the rural credit societies to do banking,
the banking legislation itself contributed
to the rising number4*of  newly established
credit institutions.

Competition between the banks increased for
other reasons as well. Despite the fatt
that the number of commercial banks decre-
ased after 1908, there was actually an in-
crease in the number of branch offices. In
1913 there were 75 Swedish commercial banks
with a total of 630 branthes, while in 1930
there werGy 30 commercial banks with 1045
branthes.

There existed in the 1910s other possibil-
ities as well for a commercial bank to
assert  itself in the tompetition for depos-
its. The Banking Law of 1911 allowed an
individual or a partnership - if a personal
name was included in the finn's title - to
accept deposits in the same way as banks.44
This was a possibility used bymany commer-
cial banks during the economic boom of the
First World War in order to evade the
banking legislation's controls over estab-
lishment. After a change in the law, this
type of activity was prohibited from Octob-
er 1, 1919. At the same time, the possib-
ility of establishing new branthes was
restricted: without permission from the
government, a bank was not allowed to carry
on business at a branch located in a town
other than where the head office was locat-

From 1921, banking companies were also
from taking over savings banks

without special permission.45

Acquiring Shares The main issue for the Banking  Committee of
1917, however, was the right of banks to
acquire shares. In principle the Committee
supported a prohibition against banks ac-
quiring shares in companies that were
engaged primarily in administering or
trading shares or property. This was
however not to interfere with the banks'
possibilities of acquiring and holding
shares in companies whose purpose was to
issue shares or otherwise provide capita1
for business activity -share-issuing com-
panies. Concurring with the experts'
report from 1916, the Committee felt that
it should be possible for the government to
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Restrictions  on the
Right to Acquire Sha-
res

/
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grant exemptions for the acquisition of

;L”s=i;;;fEs46 when this was considered to

In the view of the Committee, much of the
banks' business with regard to shares could
be taken over by issuing companies. In
certain cases, however, finantial support
from banks could be to the advantage of the
entire business community. Thus, holding
shares in issuing companies should be ex-
empted from a gen4yral  prohibition against
acquiring shares. It was felt, however,
that issuing companies in the future should
be subjett to the same controls as were ap-
plicable to banks. The position taken by
the Committee indicates that it had much
confidence in issuing companies as a type
of organisation. During the years immedia-
tely after World War One, however, it
became evident that this type of cyypany
was primarily a war-time phenomenon.

Permitting banks to continue to acquires
shares in issuing companies should, in the
view of the Committee, be combined wi41h
increased demands on the banks' equity.

When considering this question in 1920/21,
the Department of Finante noted that new
legislation for issuing companies was no
longer necessary, in that the importante  of
these companies had already declined whea
compared to the situation during the war.
The government bill which was passed by the
Riksdag in 1921 included, however, a proh-
ibition against banks acquiring shares in
companies whose main activity consisted of
aciministering or trading shares or real
property. An exception was made for trade
with "generally available shares", for
which the government could grant permis-
sion. Exemptions fromthe regulations could
also be granted for the acquisition of
shares in companies whose purpose was to
administer property in which banks were
located and the share capita1 of which was
at least yre-third of the book value of the
property.

This law went into effect January 1, 1922
but was supplemented by transitional regu-
lations stating that shares acquired before
this date could be held for another five
years. Thereafter special permission was
required, as was also the case for shares
acquired after January 1, 1922 as security
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Equity

against claims in default.52

The regulations for the use of funds set
aside as free reserves - in other words for
the acquisition of shares - were also made
more stringent. For the bank to receive
permission to acquire shares, its funds -
the basic and the reserve funds - were to
amount to a combined  value of at least 10
million crowns, as compared to 6 million
crowns earlier. The book value of these
shares - minus holdings against claims in
default - was not to exceed 10 percent  of
the combined  value of the bank's own funds.
The banking Company could also acquire
shares in issuing banks for a book value
that was equal to 50 percent  of that part
of the reserve fun
of the basic fund.

& that exceeded the value
This latter regulation

was of theoretical interest only, in that
no issuing banks were ever founded.

For some banks, the introduction  of the
restrictive "10 percent rule" resulted in
relatively large reductions in the size of
their share holdings. However, the hold-
ings of most banks, even including shares
acquired as security against claims in de-
fault, were 17~s than the prescribed 10
percent limit.

Deflationary Crisis During 1921/22  those commercialbanks which- - --.-,____.____  _.- had granted credit secured by shares found
themselves in an increasingly difficult
situation. The rapid deflation reduced the
value of the companies' assets as well as
of the shares. This also affected the
banks, which had helped to finante the
rapid expansion within industry in several
different ways. In many cases, the banks'
direct claims against  companies became more
or less worthless. The rapid change in the
finantial status of the companies was also
intensified during 1920-22 by their having
to pay taxes on the large profits made
during the earlier economic boom. The lack
of reserve set aside for these expendi-
tures, together with the rapid fall in
prices,
debt.55

forced businesses even more into

The fatt that businesses were becoming
insolvent helped to strengthen the position
of the banks in relation to industry. Much
of the credit granted during the boomyears
was secured by shares, which were then
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taken over by the banks in order to protect
their claims when prices began to fall.
Banks could also increase their influence
in industrial companies by acquiring shares
or giving creditdirectly; itwas, however,
primarily by acquiring shares that had been
pledged that they became more imgortant
during the beginning of the 1920s.

THE BANKING COMMITTEE OF 1924

Liquidity Problems

/?2'i ;j

This was the situation when the Banking
Committee of 1924 was appointed. The Com-
mittee was instructed to complete the
revision of banking legislation begun by
the Committee of 1917. The right of banks
to acquire shares was not, however, the
major question initially. The focus of
attention, rather, was on the great looses
suffered by the banking community and the
risks this entailed for depositors. In the
Committee's instructions, however, the
questions of banking influence in industry
and trade, as well as of the significance
of the consolidation going on in the bank-
ing indu$ry were defined as potential
problems.

The banks' problems with liquidity had been
observed as early as 1922 when the funds of
certain banks had dropped belowthe minimum
limit, which was one-eight the amount of
deposits. In that the situation in the
capita1 market was unpredictable, a new
issue of shares could only be carried out
with difficulty. Svenska Handelsbanken and
Wermlands Enskilda Bank chose therefore to
protect their deq?sitors money by means of
debenture loans. Their hope was that this
capita1 could also be considered part of

'the banks' funds. With the assistance of
the Bank Inspection Board, a provisional
law was passed in May 1923 which provided. < the banking companies with the possibility
- after special authorization - to consider
capita1 brought into the bank by loans on
f&;etares to be on par with the bank

This was considered to be a tem-
porarymeasure however, and the law remain-
ed in effect only until the end of 1925.
Only the two banks mentioned above were
given such authorisations, which were la&er
revoked in 1925 and 193l'respectively.
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This temporary law should be seen as a
d._>,J measure necessitated by the special condi-

tions prevailing during the deflationary
crisis of the 1920s. When the Banking
Committee of 1924 presented its investiga-
tion in 1927, economic conditions were
different and it was not considered neces-
sary to make such a measure permanent.

Acquisition of Shares The focus of the investigation was instead
on the long-term consequences of the defla-
tionary crisis and on the rights, albeit
limited, that the banks still had to ac-
quire shares. The changes in the Banking
Law of 1911that were suggested also dealt
mainly with the relationship between banks
and industry and commerce. In the view of
the Committee, however, lessening the
dependence on banks which characterized
certain industries was a question of creat-
ing more effective financing in other
areas, rather than of changing existing
legislation. TO a greater extent, com-
panies should increase their capita1
through new issues of shares and bond
loans. The Committee felt, however, that
this did not preclude the total repeal of
the right for banks to acquire shares, thus
restoring the legislation which had been in
effect before 1911. This was justified not
only because of the danger that the banks
would become the masters of industry and
trade rather than their servants, but also
because of the risks that owning shares
could imply for the liquidity of the banks
- a problem which was brought to the fore
by the deflationary crisis. Owning shares
in companies whose sole purpose was to
administer property which housed banks
should, the Committee felt, be excepted
from the stricter legislation. In an
addendum, the Committee expressed the view
that permission to acquire shares in both
foreign and Swedish banking companies, as
well as in Swedish joint-stock companies
should be given if this was considered to
be advantageous f6yr the banking industry or
the tommon good.
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The excessive amount of lending against
shares which had taken place during the
deflationary period in the beginning of the
1920s was another point dealt with in the
investigation, and the Committee proposed
that the banks' lending to industry and
commerce  be regulated. The purpose of this
was primarily to protect depositors and
banks from all too heavy losses - a goal
which, it was felt, coincided with the
objectives of the banks. Such legislation
should be formulated cauti_ousiy,__however,
and should only deal with general prin-
ciples for a "healthy banking policy".
The regulations were not to affect the
freedom of the banks. Nor was the proposal
for legislation that was presented par-
ticularly far-reaching: its purpose was to
confirm in orinciple that there should
exist adequate collateral - in realproper-
ty as well as against  guarantee. Informa-
tion regarding creditworthiness was the
banks' responsibility, as had been the case
earlier, and could also, as was customary,
be specified in the charter. When capita1
was transferred between banks, however, it
A;z;dS2be possible to disregard these

Collateral

Basic Fund Originally, the Banking Law of 1911 prohib-
ited reduction of the basic fund of a bank-
ing Company. The Banking Committee of 1924
suggested, however, that it should be pos-
sible to do this by withdrawing issued
shares. Sy providing banks with the pos-
sibility to issue preference shares - not

) fishares  of tommon stock - short-term capita1
Irequirements  could be covered. The Commit-
tee felt that the banking companies should
be able to redeem these preference shares
after the capita1 requirements had been
met, even if this meant a reduction in the
size of the basic fund. This proposal was
passed by the Riksdac&in May 1927 and went
into effect in 1928.

The Bank Inspection The Banking Committee of 1924 also dealt
Board with the role played by the Bank Inspection

Board in the development of commercial
banks. The Committee noted that this auth-
ority had been criticized for both shortc-
omings in its supervisory capacity, as well
as for ineffectiveness in carrying out its
own recommendations. On the other hand,
the Bank Inspection Board had also been
criticized for intervening unauthorized in
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the banks' lending and dividend policies.

n
The Committee defended the Bank Inspection

l

Board, however, saying that the warnings
imparted by the Board and its direct inter-
,vention had contributed to a stable devel-
opment of the Swedish banking system. The
Committee saw no reason to change t&e man-
date of the Bank Inspection Board.

THE PARLIAMENTARY INVESTIGATION OF 1932

The work of the Banking Committee of 1924
did not result in any legislative changes,
either in the role of the Bank Inspection
Board or with regard to the right of banks
to acquire shares. During the Depression,
however, the question of a revision of
banking legislation arose once again. In
April1932 the Departmentof Finante  there-
fore initiated a parliamentary investiga-
tion which, on the basis of the proposals
put forward by the Banking Committee of
1924, was to examine the need for a revi-
sion of the law. Particular  attention was
to be paid to the role of the Bank Inspec-
tion Board and to the banks' problems with
liquidity, caused65by excessive lending
secured by shares.

Acquisition of Shares The experts engaged in the investigation
concurred in the recommendations  for chan-
ges in the Banking Law of 1911 which had
been presented by the Banking Committee of
1924. Developments during the early 1930s
gave renewed strength to demands not only
for the abolishment of the banks' right to
acquire shares, but also for 1eQslation
regulating the banks' collateral.

It was however noted that the right of
banks to acquire shares was of interest
more in principle than in practice. In
August 1932, only nine banking companies
were permitted to purchase shares - except
as security against claims in default - for
a total value of just over 44 million
crowns. Despite the relatively small size
of these potentialholdings, the investiga-
tion recommended that the right to acquire
shares be repealed, on the grounds that
owning shares could involve substantial
losses for the banking companies, while the
benefits to industry - 'n terms of fresh
capita1 - were limited.6'
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The investigation also recommended - as had
the Banking Committee of 1924 - that the
law of 1909 regarding share-issuing banks
be repealed. In that no share-issuing
banks had been established, thisb81egisla-
tion was considered unimportant.

The Banking Law of 1911 allowed banking
companies to trade in debentures and bonds
connected with the enterprises. During the
beginning of the 193Os,  debentures were of
particular importante,  and a special kind -
participsting  debentures - were used by

Kreuger & Toll during 1928-1932. Unlike
ordinary debentures, these were drawn on
the owner and provided - in addition to the
fixed interest of 5 percent per year -
extra interest in relation to dividends to
shareholders. After 75 years, the owner of
these participsting  debentures had the
right to give notice to terminate the
debenture to be paid off within 6 months.
The connection with the value of the share
capita1 was accentuated bythe fatt that if
the Company increased its share capital,
the shareholder could be alloted new deben-
tures either as a bonus or with the right
to subscribe to new shares in relat'on to
the number of shares owned earlier. 6!7

The losses incurred by the banks in connec-
tion with the Kreuger crash in 1932 led to
a renewed interest in the questi,gn ,;e
inadequate security for debentures.
parliamentary investigation recommended
therefore that the purchase of such deben-
t;é";u;~;;;t  tfe sca~e~~~ed equivalent to

Compared with that presented by the Banking
Committee of 1924, this proposal recommend-
ed stricter regulations. Exceptions were
still to be granted for the banks' purchase
of shares in companies fonnedto administer
property used for banking activities or
shares in Swedish or foreign banking com-
panies and in Swedish joint-stock companies
in cases where such a purchase could be
considered to benefit banking activity or
the tommon good. Banks were also to be
able to increase their shareholdings in a
Company in which shares were he&d as secur-
ity against claims in default.
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Real Property

Collateral

In order to protect the finantial position
of the banks, it was also suggested that
they should be able to take over not only
personal property, but also property that
had been pledged, as payment against
claims. The parliamentary investigation
particularly  emphasized, however, that
property which had thus been acquired
should not be valued at a rate higher than
the return that could be expected from a
relatively quick sale. Holdings of proper-
ty as well as of shares acquired as secur-
ity against claims in default should, in
the view of the investigators,  be reportefi
immediately to the Bank Inspection Board.

The banks' lending, as well as the role of
the Bank Inspection Board, were also ex-
amined as a result of the Kreuger crash.
The suggestions made in the investigation
were along the same lines as those propos-
ed by the Committee of 1927. Requirements
regarding the necessity of having adequate
security in order to be granted  bank credit
should be included in the law and not just
in the charters of banks. Exceptions were
however to be granted for short-term cred-
its for business funds. It was stipulated
in the legislation that in order to raise
a loan on shares, there should be a reason-
able margin between loan and market value -
the credit given was at no time to exceed
the market value. Lending money on shares
to companies whose primary business was to
administer or trade in shares or the issu-
ing of shares was to be prohibited entire-
ly. The investigation also emphasized the
need for the banks to regulate lending to
board members and other persons w,+th whom
the bank had interests in tommon.

The Bank Inspection The importante  of the Bank Inspection Board
Board had already been remarked upon by the Bank

Committee of 1924, which did not wish how-
ever to extend the Board's authority. Nor
did the banking investigation of 1932
recommend any basic changes in the Bank
Inspection Board's operations. The Board's
investigations of banks, including analysis
of the banks' annual accounts, securities
held, cash reserves and commitments, should
be done on a more regular basis - every
other year if possible. The 1932 investi-
gation further suggested that the Bank
Inspection Board should, for each bank,
appoint an auditor who was to participate
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in the meetings of the other auditors.75 In
that the requirement to have sufficient
security upon lending was confirmed by law
at the same time as other regulations lim-
iting the banks' loan activities were pass-
ed, itwould nonetheless seem reasonable to
say that the authority of the'fank Inspec-
tion Board had been extended.

The recommendations  for changes in the
Banking Law of 1911 which were put forward
by the 1932 banking investigation were
passed with some minor changes on June 2,
1933 and were to go into effect January 1,
1934.

A parliamentary communique pointed out in
1932 that as a form of business organiza-
tion, the unlimited liability joint-stock
bank was outdated. A successive termin-
ation of this type of banking Company was
therefore considered to be justified and
the question was assigned to the 1932
banking investigation for study. The
investigation recommended in a memorandum
in January 1933 that these banking com-
panies be discontinued upon termination of
their charters at the turn of the year
1935/36. The reestablishment of these
banks as limited liability joint-stock com-
panies was carried out up until October
1934, in accordance with a,'law passed
February 16 of the same year.

CBANGES IN BANKING LEGISLATION AFTER 1933

The measures which were decided upon during
1933 constituted the most extensive revi-
sion of the Banking Law of 1911. The
changes which occurred during the 1930s and
1940s were of a more marginal nature. In
part, this was because the question of the
banks' right to acquire shares was felt to
have been settled by the legislation of
1933, and in part it had to do with the
changing economic situation. The latter
part of the 1930s were characterized by a
clear improvement in the liquidity of
Swedish businesses, which also had positive
effects on the banks' finantial position.
The pragmatic policy which had been applied
earlier - particularly  after the Kreuger
crash - became for that reason a less
noticeable feature of the legislation.
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Cash Reserves According to the Banking Law of 1911, the
size of the cash reserves was to be 25 per-
cent of the commitments which the bank was
required to meet upon demand. From June
1937 other regulations, the purpose of
which were to induce the banks to increase
their deposits in the Riksbank, were peri-
odically put into effect. BY a law passed
in June 1949 the government was given the
right in certain cases to authorize special
regulations regarding the cash reserves of
joint-stock banks. This legislation was
thereafter renewed on a yearly basis and
was employed even after the Banking Law of
1955 went into effect. These regulations
meant that in practice banking companies
with an equity exceeding 50 million crowns
were obliged to keep a cash reserve equal-
ing at least 10 percent of this amount.
For companies with an equity of lo-50
million crowns, the figure was 8 percent,
and smaller  banks were obliged to keep a
cash reserve that was 6 percent of their
equity. The large and medium-sized banks
were to keep 40 percent of their cash
reserves deposited in the Riksbank, while
the figyse for the smaller banks was 25
percent.

Coverage of Capita1 Beside these changes in the regulations
regarding the size of cash reserves, cer-
tain additions with regard to deposits were
also made. Upon special request, deposits
could be increased above the size stipulat-
ed in the 1920 addendum to the bank law
(according to these regulations, banking
companies with equity exceeding 5 million
crowns were allowed to increase their
deposits with nine times the differente
between their equity and 5 million crowns -
provided that this did not amount to more
than eight times the bank's equity). By
the addendum passed in May 1938, exemptions
to this rule were allowed for a maximum sum
equivalent to the amount that the banki,ag
Company had deposited in the Riksbank.
The provisional legislation regarding the
banks'deposits was renewed in 1943 - as a
result of the "exceptional circumstances"
prevailing. In addition to the amounts
allowed by law, banking companies were per-
mitted until June 30, 1948 to accept depos-
its worth the equivalent of the banks'
holdinhs of treasury bills and government
bonds.
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Towards the end of World War II in 1945, a
committee was appointed to investigate the
organization of the credit market and in
particular the question of the establish-
ment of a state-owned commercial bank. As
early as 1948, however, the far too rapid
increase in the banks' deposits raised the
question of a revision of the 1943 addendum
to the banking  law. The Banking Committee
noted that the operations of the commercial
banks had changed character during the past
decades. Their finantial position had
visibly improved, and their funds were to
be found in government bonds and other
relatively safe investments. At the same
time, economic conditions  for the general
publit had improved, which lessened the
risks involved in lending. The Committee
also pointed out that the Swedish regula-
tions for deposits were, from an internaBi
tional perspective, unnecessarily stritt.

The proposal  to ease deposit regulations
which was presented by the Committee was to
be a provisional measure until the final
regulation of the depositing rights of
credit institutions had been carried out.
A valuation of the banks' investments in
three different risk categories was the
basis for deposits The safest assets -
such as cash accounts, outstanding accounts
at the Riksbank and treasury bills - were
to be included in the equity at their full
value. In an intermediate risk group
consisting of certain kinds of bonds, it
was felt that three-quarters of the value
should be the basis for deposits. In the
group representing the greatest risks, the
proportion which could be placed in equity
varied. For larger banks, deposits commen-
surate with ten tiines the size of equity
were permitted, while smaller banks were
allowed deposits that was at most six times
the size of this capital. The Committee's
proposal was accepted by the Riksdag and
the law promulgated in December 1946. In
that the law was valid only for a limited
period, it had to be extended several
times.

These regulations were invalidated, how-
ever, in connection with an agreement in
1952 between the Riksbank and the commer-
cial banks regarding the calculation of,
special liquidity ratios. The required
size of the liquidity ratio varied between
15 and 33 percent, depending on the size of
the bank. These regulations remained in
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effect until July 1959 when, because of the
liquidity situation, the size of the ratio
was readjusted to between 20 and 40 per-
cent.

The Banking Law of 1911 had been developed
in close connection with the law regulating
joint-stock companies passed a year earli-
er. When a new Companies Att was passed
in 1944 - to go into effect January 1, 1948
- the need for a revision of banking legis-
lation arose was once again. A committee
of banking experts was appointed in 1949,
and it presented a proposal for new legis-
lation in 1952.

The Banking Committee noted however that
the more developed and - compared with the
earlier law - more restrictive  Company le-
gislation could not always be transferred
to the banking law. On certain points,
the changes in the Company Law could not be
adapted to suit a revised banking law - for
example when it tame to detailed prescrip-
tions for different types of activity. In
the view of the Committee, there were how-
ever a large number of regulations in the
new CompanxzLaw thatwere relevant also for
the banks.

THE BANKING LAW OF 1955

After the 1952 proposal  for a new banking
law had been circulated for discussion,  a
government bill on this subjett was put to
the Riksdag and passed in 1954. The new
legislation, which in all essentials was
the same as the Bank Committee's proposal,
was made a statute on March 31, 1955 and
went into effect at the beginning of 1956.

Just as in earlier legislation, banking
activities were restricted to Swedish
citizens. Thus only Swedish citizens were
permitted to subscribe  for or by transfer
purchase shares in a Swedish bank. On the
other hand, limiting ownership rights by

Controls over the Es- prohibiting inheritance of shares was not
tablishment of Banks felt to be justified. Charters for banking

operations were granted for at the most 10
years at a time. Parts of the earlier reg-
ulations controlling the establishment of
banks were also retained, in that a banking
Company was not permitted to set up opera-
tions in a newmunicipality without special
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authorization. If a bank opened new bran-
ches in a municipality  in which it already
operated, fi3th Bank Inspection  Board was to
be notified.

In the legislation of 1911, there were
stipulations regarding both the size of the
basic fund as well as payments to it.
These regulations did not exist in the
Banking Law of 1955. In the new legisla-
tion, the term share capital, rather than
basic fund, was used and detailed instruc-
tions regarding the size of the capita1
were no longer provided. Instead the law
required that the Company charter include
regulations regarding the maximum and mini-
mum size of the share capital. It should
be possible to adjust the share capita1
both upwardly and downwardlywithout chang-
es to the charter. As had been the case
earlier, it should be possible to reduce
share capitalgqby redeeming shares of pre-
ferred stock.

Share Capita1

Banking Operations The regulations regarding banking opera-
tions in the 1911 legislation were gener-
ally retained in the Banking Law of 1955.
This meant that the banks could, in ad-
dition to borrowing and lending, continue
to trade in gold, coins, bonds etc. Trade
with debentures was also permitted - ex-
cepting the purchase of those that were
redeemable only after t&e issuer's other
creditors had been paid. This regulation
had been added by the Banking Committee of
1932, after the Kreuger crash.

Acquisition of Shares The banks were still allowed - after spe-
cial permission - to acquire shares and
debentures in foreign banking companies or
Swedish joint-stock companies whose activi-
ties were considered favorable for the
banking industry or for the tommon good.
A bank was not, however, allowed to pur-
Chase shares in itself. The earlier legis-
lation regarding the acquisition of shares
as security ag inst claims in default was
also retained. @J

Unsecured Credit When the first regulations regarding re-
quirements for security on loans were
passed in Swedish banking legislation in
1932, regulations for unsecured credits
were introduced as well. These were prim-
arilyto provide businessmen with an oppor-

,i
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tunity to obtain short-term credit for
their businesses. These types of loans
were notparticularlywide-spread, however,
in that by bank charter thf,ir maturity was
limited to three months. The Banking
Committee of 1949 felt that a change in
this legislation was justified by an in-
creased need for capita1 among craftsmen
and small businessmen. It was emphasized,
however, that a Wide-spread use of unsecur-
ed credits also involved larger risks for
the banks and that this type of lending
should therefore be handled cautiously.
Each such credit granted could be no more
than 75 000 crowns and total unsecured
credits were not to exceedane-tenth  of the
banking company's  equity.

Lending Money on Sha- In 1932 the banking law was amended with a
res generalregulationthat joint-stock banking

companies were to assure that adequate
securitywas provided before granting cred-
it. This rule was transferred to the law
of 1955, together with the limitations on
lending money on shares that had been
stipulated previously. Pledging shares was
thus to include a reasonable margin between
the market value and the amount of credit,
and at no time during the term of credit
was the credit value to exceed the market
value. The prohibition against lending
money on shares in companies that primar-
ily administered and traded shares or par-
ticipatedin issuing activities was retain-
ed in its entirety, despite the fatt that
the Banking Committee of 1949 had proposed
that giving credit on shares to companies
of this type that were registered on the
A:l li t of the stock market should be al-
lowed. B

The banks were admonished to pay particular
attention to lending to persons who were
connected with one another in some form of
economic association. Particular care was
to be taken when shares were provided as
security. Imprudence in this regard could
easily endanger the
the banking Company.

Ainancial position of

Coverage of Capita1 The regulations regarding the size of
deposits were also more developed, compared
with earlier legislation. In the Banking
Committee's proposal from 1952, it was
noted that a return to the highly valued
connection between the bank's own equity
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and the size of their deposits - without
taking into consideration  the character of
the bank's investments - was no longer
possible. The amount of deposits in the
larger banks was instead to be limited to
three times the amount of the bank's equity
(but no more than 100 million crowns) or to
a value of 25 million crowns augmented by
ten times the differente  between the com-
pany's equity and five million crowns.
The calculation of deposits was based on a
comprehensive evaluation of the risks
entailed by different types of assets.
Moreover special regulations were applic-
able to smaller banks (with a equity not
exceeding 5 million crowns). Deposits were
allowed to be at most five time the amount
of equity. In addition to these regula-
tions, an evaluation of what was to be
regaf,ded as being deposits was carried
out.

This legislation was based on the regula-
tions regarding limits on deposits which
had been passed earlier, but the evaluation
of assets had been differentiated. The
purpose of this differentiation of deposit
regulations - between large and small banks
- was primarily to make it easy for the
smaller banks to continue giving loans for
property. Passing these regulations in-
volved weighing the demands  for depositors'
safety against the legitimate desire of
bank customers to be ab e to use one bank
for all their business. h

During the 1940s and the beginning of the
195Os, the structure of the banks' deposits
changed. This also affected requirements
regarding liquidity and cash reserves. The
number of large deposits, particularly  in
the four largest banks, had grown rapidly.
This increased borrowing consisted primari-
ly of deposits from industrial companies.
Before 1949, the same Company could also
have several large deposits in different
banks. This was the result of banks giving
the highest interest rate for deposits of
up to 300 000 crowns per depositor. In the
view of the Banking Committee, the large
proportion of big deposits andthe increas-
ed mobility of the banks' investments put
more demands on the cash reserves. A
gradation of requirements for cash reserves

type of deposits was therefore
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Cash Reserves

The Committee's views were taken into ac-
count in the Banking Law of 1955. In addi-
tion to general rule that banks, according
to the character of their operation, were
required to keep sufficient cash reserves
that could easily be turned into Cash, a
differentiation was als0 introduced.
Obligations which were to be fulfilled
within one month - with the exception of
warranties and savings accounts - required
cash reserves of 25 percent.  Other obliga-
tions - including warranties and bonds etc.
- only reqyfred a cash reserve amounting to
4 percent.

CHARGES IN BANKING LEGISLATION 1955-1970

THE BANKING COMMITTEE OF 1957

Long-Term Capita1 Soon after the Banking Law of 1955 went
into effect, a revision of some of its
regulations was felt to be necessary.
Behind this lay mainly the shortage of
long-term capita1 to finante the building
of housing and energy plants - in other
words, in part the same kind of shortage
situation which brought about the creation
of the Banking Committee of 1945. Together
with the banks' rapidly growing liquidity,
this pointed towards a change in the re-
quirement&  regarding liquidity and cash
reserves.

Liquidity The commercial banks' improved liquidity
had, however, resulted in an adjustment of
the Riksbank's recommendations  regarding
the liquidity ratios as early as 1959. The
minimum ratio - which was adjusted accord-
ing to the size of the bank - was then
increased from the earlier leveis of 15-33
percent to 20-40 percent. As early as the
following year, however, developments in
the economy made it necessary to readjus&
the recommendation  to 25-45 percent.
These more stringent rules are an example
of how legislation and recommendations
increasinglybecame instruments of monetary
policy.

Stabilization Policies The policy used earlier to deal with im-
balantes in the finantial  market had only
involved changes in the discount rate. The
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experience gained fromthe 1930s indicated,
however, that these measures had been
insufficient and that more far-reaching
stabilization policies needed to be imple-
mented. Despite this, such measures were
rejected in the Committee proposal of 1952
and in the 1955 Banking Law. When the
question now once again arose it meant a
shift to some extent in how legislation was
justified - from cancern  for depositors'
money towards more questions of publit
financing. This was moreover to be ex-
pected, in that the banks' liquidity was
extremely good.

In the view of the Banking Committee of
1957, there were three ways to influence
the banks' liquidity and lending: either
by changing regulations regarding the
amount of deposits and cash reserves or by
steering the placement of the banks' as-
sets.

Liquidity Ratio

Cash Ratio

In an addendum to the 1955 banking law, it
was stipulated that both the liquidity
ratio as well as the cash ratio could be
adjusted in accordance with the monetary
policies of the Riksbank. This meant that
the Riksbank, by means of a new way of cal-
culating which was based upon the stipula-
tions regarding liquidity which had been
applied  earlier, was given greater authori-
ty to regulate the operations of the banks.
By letting a larger share of the banks'
assets and debts be included in the calcu-
lation of the liquidity ratio, it was also
hoped that the movement of capita1 between
different investment alternatives would be
avoided. The Riksbank was assigned the
task of stipulating the leve1 of the li-
quidity ratio; however, the maximum value
for c mmercial
cent.g'

banks was set at 50 per-

The Banking Committee also felt that the
requirements regarding cash ratio stipu-
lated in the 1955 Banking Law could - if
they were applied - be disastrous for the
profitability of the commercial banks.
The earlier legislative requirement of a
cash ratio that was 25 percent of those
commitments that required reserves was
therefore lowered to 15 percent. There
were however no changes with regard to what
was to be included among those commitments
that required reserves. If the banks did
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not fulfil1 their commitments, interestwas
payable on the deficit which arose. These
regulations went into effect July 1, 1962,
as d'd those regarding the liquidity ra-
tio. w

Investment Ratio In order to increase the long-term lending
for the financing of housing primarily, the
need for investment ratios - the allocation
of assets for different purposes - was
brought to the fore. In the view of the
Banking Committee, however, no such demands
needed to be placed on the commercial
banks, in that these already contributed to
the financing of housing by owning state
bonds
credit."

d directly giving construction

Regualtion of Interest Beside the regulation of the commercial
banks' liquidity and cash ratios, new rules
regarding the regulation of interest were
also passed in 1962. Pointing to the Riks-
bank's monetary policy function,  it was
decided to allow the Riksbank to set both
the maximum as well as the minimum inter-
est. Banks could also be required to
report interest rates and other p,$gvisions
regarding lending and borrowing.

By these additions to the banking law, the
earliertradition dating fromthe beginning
of the 1950s of pursuing monetary policy by
means of voluntary agreements between the
Riksbank and the banking companies was
abandoned. The authority of the Bank In-
spection Board had also been expanded in
that the Board was allowed to intervene
more directly into the banks' operations.

THE BANKING COMMITTEE OF 1962

Deregulation The question of a total revision of legis-
lation regulating the credit market was
brought up for discussion even when the
1949 Banking Committee's proposal was sent
out for consideration. The development of
the credit market was felt to have created
opportunities for freercompetitionbetween
credit institutions. Legislation should
therefore notpreserve the boundaries which
had been created historitally  between dif-
ferent credit institutions. Consequently,
the activities of savings banks, the postal
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bank and rural credit societies were broad-
ened somewhat. The question was however
broughblup  again at the beginning of the
1960s.

In 1962 a committee was appointed to carry
out an unbiased study of the relative
standing and function of the different
institutions in the credit market. The
committee was als0 to examine to what
extent existing regulations were justified
and, if they were not, to introduce propos-
als for new legislation. The limitations
in relation to equity on the banks' right
to accept deposits, a maximum size on the
deposits of private persons and controls
over the establishment of banks were men-
tioned as questions of,gFrticular interest
for the investigation.

In its conclusions the Committee proposed
that legislation for different types of
banking institutions should be made as uni-
form as possible. Increasing tompetition
between bankinginstitutions  would also, it
was felt, encourage the effectiveness of
banking operations. Among the proposed
changes in the legislation - which was
passed in 1968 - there were a number of
proposals which made the different credit
institutions more equal. The legislation
resulted in a general regulation of the
creditmarket, while stilhowever retaining
protection for depositors.

Acquisition of Shares Following the general prohibition of 1933
against acquiring shares, banks could only
hold shares as security against  claims in
default and, with a special permit, in
ventures deemed to be of value to the com-
munity or to banking operations generally.
The regulations were extended somewhat by
the legislation of 1968, which permitted
the acquisition of shares in other com-
panies besides banks. These changes were
the result of a few individual cases and
were therefore probably of litf&e signific-
ante other than in principle.

Of greater importante was the banks' right
to acquire shares and debentures in connec-
tion with issues on the stock exchange.
Such holdings did not require a special
permit; however, the bank was, required to
dispose of the holding as soon as was
deemed reasonable, but no later than within
a year of acquisition. The Bank Inspection

i i
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Coverage of Capita1

Cash Reserves

Unsecured Credits

Board could grant an extension of this set
term.lo4

The new law also included detailed regula-
tions regarding coverage of capita1 which
were differentiated according to the type
of investment. These rules replaced the
earlier deposit regulation. The banks'
investments were divided into four differ-
ent groups, for which requirements regard-
ing coverage of capita1 were made dependent
on the security's leve1 of risk. In order
to calculate a bank's total requirements
with regard to coverage of capital, the
figures for the diff$rent leveis of risk
were added together.

At the same time as these regulations were
passed, the rules limiting the amount of
deposits were made less stritt. Maximired
deposits and terms of notice for savings

j

accounts were discontinued for commercial !>
banks
in th&.~h~&~~.w'

inciple opening deposits
/
i

According to the Banking  Committee's pro-
posal, banks were to continue to keep cash
reserves in an amount sufficient for the
type and size of the operation. In addition
to this, certain quantitative requirements
were also retained. In the Banking Law of
1955, requirements with regard to cash were
differentiated according to type of depo-
sit, with the degree of coverage being
either 4 or 25 percent. In the proposal
presented by the Banking Committee and
later passed bythe Riksdag, calculation of
the cash reserve was simplified. It was to
include at least 10 percent of all deposits
- with exceptions. It was felt that these
regulations, taken together, dig7not make
the legislation more stringent.

The Banking Committee also suggested some
minor changes  in the regulations regarding
collateral. The general requirement for
sufficient security that had been incor-
porated in the Banking Law of 1933 was
retained, but some changes were made re-
garding certain types of credits.

The right to grant unsecured credits  was
greatly extended. The normal limit was set
at 3 percent of the combined total of
equity and the bank's deposits. Besides
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this, it was permissable to give unsecured
credits to particularly solvent borrowers,
such as national or lotal government. The
earlier limitation of single unsecured
credits to a maximum amo t of 75 000
crowns was also abolished. I'dk

Lending on Shares The prohibition against lending on shares
and debentures in companies primarily
active in the administration and trade of
shares was also made less stritt, by per-
mitting lending on shares and debentures
in companies listed in the stock exchange.
Buring the 193Os, restrictive regulations
regarding lending on shares in general were
passed in order to protect the banks.
There was to be a reasonable margin between
loan value and market value. Furthermore,
at no time during the term of the loan was
the credit to exceed the market value.
This legislation had come into existence
during a period when the shares which had
been put up for security constituted a
danger to the finantial status of the
banks. In that this situation, in the view
of the Banking Committee of 1962, had
changed, itwas feltthatthese regulations
could be stricken from the banking law. It
was emphasized, however, that the lending
rates should continue to include a margin
thatwas large enough to yOJiminate risks in
connection with lending.

Control over Estab- The Banking Law of 1955 stipulated that a
lishment banking Company which sought to establish

itself in a municipality  in which it had
not operated previously should apply for
special permission to do so. The regula-
tions regarding the establishment of banks
also required that the Bank Inspection
Board be notified upon the opening of a
branch office in a municipality  in which
the bank already had operations. The Bank-
ing Committee of 1962 noted, however, that
these regulations scarcely contributed to
more rational operations than what could be
achieved if the banks themselves were
allowed to decide upon the number and
distribution of banking offices. Thus in
principle the regulation of the establish-
ment of banks was abolished. In return,
banks were required to obtain the opinion
of the advisory committee for the estab-
lishment of banking p&fices upon the open-
ing of a new office.
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With the new regulations of 1968, a deregu-
lation of Swedish banking legislation was
begun. The need for the stritt rules which
had surrounded the banking system earlier -
protection  for banks as well as depositors

- had lessened with growing economic pros-
perity. The trend towards a deregulation
of the creditmarket intensified after 1970
and became very marked during the 1980s.
Moreover the internationalization  of the
credit market resulted in als0 foreign
banks being allowed to start operations in
the Swedish market after 1985.

A number of the regulations that were
passed in 1968 created a more homogeneous
legislation with regard to the different
credit institutions. This increased com-
petition in areas in which the credit
institutions had not previously been act-
ive. The boundaries between the operations
of the different credit institutions have
also been subjett to discussion during the
198Os, in that they have to some extent
been active in areas previously reserved
for banks.

SUMMARY

Coverage of Capita1 From an early point, Swedish banking legis-
/-lation  aimed at defending the solidity ofI‘.

Credit Policy

kenks and protecting the deposits of priva-
individuals. Similar cancerns als0

tiominated the changes which were made in
khe Banking Law of 1911. It was not until
Lthe 1950s that the banks' role in the

of monetary policy
i~d~~C~:se~~~eCotnnection  with a reworkingwz;
ithe banking legislation. Among the changes

’ the banking legislation which
Pissed during the latter part of the 1;:;:
and during the 1960s were regulations which
made it possible for the Riksbank to con-
tro1 the development of the credit market
to a greater extent than previously. The
additions made to the banking law in 1962
were the culmination of this Keynesian
policy. Towards the end of the 1960s the
first steps towards a deregulation of the
credit market were taken - a development
which still continues today.
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The Bank Inspection The Swedish banking system - despite prob-
Board ilems during the 1920s and 1930s - developed

relatively calmly after 1910. To some
extent this can be attributed to the Bank
! Inspection Board, which through continual
supervision - even during normal conditions
- was able to intervene if the liquidity of

/ the banks was threatened. Swedish banking
legislation was another important factorin
this connection. Thanks to comprehensive
investigations and state controls, it bas
possible at an eärly'stäge to-legislate
against tendencies thät iii.-the ‘lorigg  run
would have threatened the banking system.

Bank Concentration [The

(,

fatt that the legislation favoured the
ldevelopment  of large banks and mergers be-
tween banking companies during the 1910s

'contributed no doubt to the stabilization
of the finantial status of the banks.
Fewer banks also meant that the ability of

1 the Bank Inspection Board to oversee bank

i
affairs increased, compared  with a decent-
ralized banking  system. The centralization

!'of the banking system also contributed to
strengthening the banks' possibilities of
participsting  in capital-intensive invest-
ments within industry. At the same time,
the increase in the number of branch offic-
es would not seem to have meant that com-
petition between the banks decreased, even
in smaller communities.

During the period 1910-1970, Swedish bank-
ing legislation was dominated by a few
major questions. Considering that the
principal purpose of the legislation was to
protect the liquidity of the banks, it is
not particularly  surprising that questions
regarding deposits and cash reserves played
a major role.

Cash Reserves These regulations were originallyrelative-
ly uncomplicated, but as time went on they
became more detailed. The size of the cash
reserve was thus differentiated according
to different types of deposits, but these
regulations became less stritt during the
1950s and 1960s. In that the liquidity re-
quirements were subordinated to the moneta-
ry policy goals of the Riksbank, require-
ments regarding the sise of the reserves
did not always correspond to what was re-
quired to secure deposits. After 1945,
there arose a need for long-teim credits,
primarily to finante an expanding housing
sector. The commercial banks, however,
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were considered to have contributed to this
already, throughtheir ownership of govern-
ment bonds, and direct measures in this
connection were aimed primarily at lending
of other credit institutions.

Security for Credit ,There were no regulations regarding credit
~security in the 1911 Banking Law. The
deflationary crisis during the 1920s promp-
ted a reexamination of this question, in
light of the losses arising from bank
share-ownership. However, a general re-
quirement that the banks were to assure
that adequate security was provided was not
implemented until after the Kreuger crash.
The supervision of these regulations was,
however, left to the banks themselves as
had been the case earlier. However, in
order to avoid losses upon a rapid fall in
stock prices, special stipulations were
introduced to regulate lending on shares.

Unsecured Credit Lending on collateral in the form of secur-
ities and real property, as well as against
guarantee, most probably dominated the
lending of the banks. Unsecured lending
was permitted as well after 1932. This was
originally intended to be in the form of
short-term credits for smaller businesses
and was therefore not particularly  wide-
spread. The right of banks to grant un-
secured credits  was greatly extended during
the 1950s and 1960s however.

Right to Acquire Sha- ,The most important question in connection
res \ with Swedish banking  legislation during the1910s and 1920s was nevertheless the right

of banks to acquire shares. The Banking
/Law of 1911 permitted banks to trade in and
own shares in their own right. This ques-
/tian received much attention, which is
reflected in the lively debate it aroused.

9 The Banking Committee of 1917 noted that
il/ the right to acquirer.i;;es g;;l;;ywe;;

creased the banks'
further heightened by the fatt that the
banks owned subsidiary companies doing
business with shares and that the banks, by
lending on shares, also exposed themselves

/;\ to risks. It was these problems, ratheri \
[': ithan the fear that the banks would become

the masters of industry, which lay behind
the more stringent legislation passed in

, 1921. By this law, banks were no longer
permitted to acquire shares in companies



I thatwere mainly concerned with administer-
iing and trading shares and real property.
/ After the Kreuger crash, these regulations
were extended, and banks were no long
permitted to hold shares other than as
security against claims in default.
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